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U.S.A.
April 17, 1999 —Seventh annual Indiana Cave
Symposium at the Cave Country Canoe Rental’s
Group Meeting Hall in Milltown, Indiana.
Camping will be available at the adjacent
campground.For more information, or to
schedule a talk, contact Dave Black at (812)
951-3886 or e-mail dblack @venus.net, or visit
the ICS web site at http://www.caves.org/
surveys/ics.
April 17–18, 1999 —Basic Cave Rescue
Orientation Course near Ronceverte, West
Virginia.  Presented by the Eastern Region of
the NCRC. For info or pre-registration contact
Carroll Bassett at (304) 497-4311 or email:
omc01207@mail.wvnet.edu  Info also available
on the ER-NCRC website at http://svis.org/
erncrc/erncrc.htm
April 18th, 1999 —The 9th annual Under-Earth
Day at Sullivan Cave (Indiana). Conservation
work projects above ground and in the cave.
For more information, contact Keith Dunlap,
317-882-5420 or keith.dunlap@juno.com.
April 24–25, 1999 —National Cave Rescue
Commission Weekend Orientation Course, at
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY.
For info or pre-registration  contact Gale Moore,
Director of Division of Special Programs, 202
Perkins Bldg. Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, KY 40445  (606)622-1444.
April 24–25, 1999 —ER-NCRC Beginner
Orientation to Cave Rescue at Markleysburg
Fire Hall, Markleysburg, Pennsylvania. Two day
class includes classwork, hands-on equipment
experience, and a student organized mock
rescue. Includes a 300-page reference guide
and some meals. $35 fee, preregistration
required. Hosted by Bat Conservation and
Management, Attn: John Chenger, 68 Smith
Road, Uniontown PA 15401 (724) 430-1309  or
www.batmanagement.com
April 24, 1999 —ER-NCRC Level 1 Medical
Module at Markleysburg Fire Hall, Markleysburg,
Pennsylvania. One day class is mostly hands-
on experience in nine specific subjects. $25 fee,
includes lunch, preregistration required.  Hosted
by Bat Conservation and Management, Attn:
John Chenger, 68 Smith Road, Uniontown PA
15401 (724) 430-1309  or
 www.batmanagement.com
April 30–May 1, 1999 —Spring VAR, Natural
Chimneys Campground, Mount Solon, VA.
Hosted by Tri-state grotto. Contact Judy L.
Fisher (304) 258-4974 (night) or (304) 258-
1822 (day)
April 24,25; August 8-15; October 2-3,
1999—Restoration Field Camps at Mammoth
Cave.  Contact Norm Rogers, 3122 N Isabell
Ave, Peoria, IL 61604 309-682-1570 or,
nrogers1@juno.com Visit the Restoration Field
Camp web site at: http://oldsci.eiu.edu/physics/
len/mammoth/mcrp0.html
May1-2—”Funk-fest,” caver’s gathering at Bev
Funk’s farm. Contests, cave trips, etc. Banquet
$5.50, Brunch $2.50. Send $2 pre-registration
by April 17 to Bev Funk, 2225 SR 222, New
Richmond, OH 45157. For info: (513) 734-7967
May 1,1999—Seventh Annual Spring Work Day
at Hidden River Cave, KY. Hosted by the
American Cave Conservation Association and
the Cleveland Grotto.  Contact ACCA, (502)

786-1466 or Frank Vlchek, vlchekf@mailbag.net
May 14-16, 1999—Spring MAR, Lazy “A”
Campground, Martinsburg, WV.  Live Bluegrass
band, dinner Saturday night, Continental
breakfast Sunday.  $23 before 4/15/99, $28 at
the door (12 & under, $10 before 4/15/98, $15
at the door).  See our website http://
www.erols.com/frickedh/CCCC or call (302)
324-0264.
May 14–16, 1999—Spring MVOR Hosted by
Meramec Valley Grotto, Cedar Grove
Campground, near the Current River, Northern
Shannon County, Missouri  Meramec Valley
Grotto 30 Year Celebration CAVES, SPRINGS,
RIVERS,  and CAVES!  And CAVES!! LIVE Blues
Band!  Maybe more!  Also, something new....
Display of Missouri Cave Art, by Cavers!  Bring
your Art, Photos, Sculpture, etc.For information,
contact the following; information will be
updated as details become available Web site
h t t t p : / / home .ea r th l i nk .ne t /~bob4mvg /
MVGMVOR.htm Phone contact  Korey Hart  314-
452-3455 E-mail  <bob4mvg@earthlink.net>
Artists call Mark Andrich  314-227-8642 or e-
mail <elvisio@juno.com> before May 1st.
May 14–16, 1999—Spring NRO & Special Met
Grotto 50th Aniversary Celebration at Oakland
Valley Campground, Cuddebackville, NY.  Live
Band  & Dinner Sat. night, Breakfast Sat/Sun.
For details contact Chris Nicola at  718 204-
8373, UAYCEF@JUNO.COM or visit http://
expage.com/page/metgrottospecial2
May 22–23,1999—Basic Orientation Course for
Cave Rescue (NCRC), Clinton New Jersey.
Sponsored by NJ Initial Response Team. Call
Kevin Psarianos 609-890-0962 or email at
kpsarianos@aol.com to get registration form.
May 28–31,1999—Kentucky SPELEOFEST,
Memorial Day Weekend, Hart County Kentucky
Fairgrounds, between Munfordville and Horse
Cave KY; in the heart of Mammoth Cave country;
contact Alex Hicks, 502-499-0768 or e-mail
indiancave@juno.com; Grotto website at www.
caves.org/grotto/louisvillegrotto/
May 28–June 2, 1999 —15th Annual Ennis
Cave Speleo-Weekend, Stone County
Arkansas. Come and cave, mingle, and help re-
build the cabin. Contact Randy Rose at
253-839-2908 or email rrose77777@aol.com.
June 4–6, 1999 —The Powell Mountain Grotto
will be sponsoring it’s annual CAVEFEST ’99 at
the Riverside Campground in Abingdon, VA.  For
additional information contact Roddy Addington
at (540) 796-5319, or e-mail at
yvonnaa@bellatlantic.net
June 11–13,1999— 1999 SERA Summer Cave
Carnival hosted by the Huntsville Grotto at Camp
Jackson, Scottsboro, AL “The Heart of TAG”
Contact: Tim White, kd4goc@hotmail.com or call
(256)721-9115  See the Huntsville Grotto web
site: http://www.caves.org/grotto/huntsville
June 14–July 9, 1999 —Kosciusko Island
Expedition, Tongass National Forest, AK
Contact: Kris Esterson, (850)402-9775
www.angelfire.com/de/kos99/tongass.html
June 18–20, 1999  —The 46th Annual Indiana
Cave Capers will feature Dr. William Halliday as
the banquet speaker!  Stay tuned for more
surprises.  For pre-registration contact CIG, P.O.
Box 153, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 or Val
McNamara at (317) 745-2334 or Email at
DEHCAVE@INDY.NET (Dave Haun).

July 3–5, 1999 —8th Annual Black Hills Caver
Classic Hot Springs, SD.  Contact  Steven Smith,
6512 W. Alder Ave.,   Littleton, CO 80128
(303)972-9495   or e-Mail steve.smith@ihs.com
July 3–10, 1999— The National Cave Rescue
Commission (NCRC) presents the 1999 Cave
Rescue Operations and Management Seminar
(levels 1-3) at the Tulelake Fairgrounds,
Tulelake, California. For additional information,
contact Marianne Russo at mrusso@csus.edu
or (916) 663 - 2571; Roger Mortimer at
mortimer@ucsfresno.edu or (209) 432 - 0503;
or Lynn Fielding at lynn@wb6hqk.ampr.org or
(310) 533 - 8627. You can also visit the web
site at: http://www.altadena.net/ncrc-west/
ncrc1999/
July 12–16, 1999 —NSS Convention. Twin Falls
County Fairgrounds, Filer, Idaho. Contact: David
W. Kesner, PO Box 1334, Boise, ID 83701; (208)
939-0979; e-mail drdave@micron.net
July 30- Aug 1, 1999 —Cincinnati Grotto will
be having Karst-O-Rama at Great Saltpetre
Preserve in Mt. Veron, Ky. For information
contact Dennis Wortman at (513)851-2493 or
e-mail at Denny1@prodigy.net
July 31–Aug 1, 1999 —Iowa Grotto 50th
Anniversary Celebration, Dubuque, IA.  For
details,  please contact: Iowa Grotto, Box 228,
Iowa City, IA 52244 or by e-mail:
mlace@blue.weeg.uiowa.edu.
August 14–22 , 1999—National Cave Rescue
Commission - Eastern Region annual week long
rescue seminar will be held at Camp Pioneer
near Dailey W.Va. offering Level 1, 2, and 3 as
well as Wilderness EMT.  For more information
contact John Massa 16409 Greenfarm Rd.
Huntersville, NC 28078 or via e-mail at
weeklong@milleorthoclinic.com
September 24–26, 1999 —13th Annual Ozark
Regional Cavers Gathering (ORC), McDonald
County, Missouri.  For more info contact Nick &
Gail Campagna, RT. 2, Box 2770, Seymour, MO
65746, (417) 683-0100, e-mail: campagna@
goin.missouri.org
October 2–9, 1999 —AMSAR Technical
Rescue Training Courses. American Search
and Rescue Institute, Inc., 56925 Yucca Tr.,
Suite 142-S, Yucca Valley, CA 92284-3752
Automated info via fax: (800) 582-6727; by
mail: (760) 228-0933. web: amsar@amsar.net.
October 19–23, 1999 —14th National Cave
Management Symposium, Clarion Hotel,
Chattanooga TN. For information contact Mark
Wolinsky , 3201 Byers Drive, Raleigh NC 27607-
6365, Tel: (919) 755-9945 or email
ncms99@scci.org.  Symposium schedule and
information is available on the NSS web site at
www.caves.org/ncms99. Registration: Jim
Wilbanks (706) 462-2316. Papers and
Sessions: Joe Douglas, 325 Richland Ave.,
Watertown, TN 37184,  Tel: (615) 237-0326 or
email jdouglas@vscc.cc.tn.us. Hotel
reservations: (423) 756-5150. Specify NCMS99
for symposium rate.
October 23, 1999 —The Southeastern Cave
Conservancy is hosting the Fall NSS BOG
Meeting in Chattanooga,Tennessee, at the
Clarion Hotel. Friday and Saturday night
festivities are planned. Contact Scott or Jaime
Fee (205-854-PITS) scottfee@pipeline.com for
more information.
June 26–30, 2000 —NSS Convention, Elkins,
WV. For information contact Kelley L. Deem, 167
Blue Ridge Acres, Harpers Ferry, WV  25425
Home  (304)725-9812  Fax  (304)725-9813
e-mail:  deem@mammoth-geo.com
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TOPO MAP SOFTWARE

I enjoyed Dave Bunnell�s article on topo
map software in the February 1999 NSS
News. However, the author neglected to
review one major player in the field. Maptech,
Inc. of Greenland, NH (www.maptech.com)
makes a product called Terrain Navigator
(formerly called Toposcout). Unlike the other
products reviewed, this software uses
digitized images of actual USGS topographic
quads. It has all the features of the other
packages, including waypoints, coordinates,
place searches, route tracking and marking,
and also can produce elevation profile
graphs of a route. The only drawback I can
see is that the quadrangles are not seamless:
you have to �jump� from one to the
adjoining ones. I believe that they have the
entire country covered state-by-state.

Steve Higham
NSS #29712 SU

FLOYD COLLINS WEBSITES

I�ve found some interesting web sites on
Floyd Collins:

www.webpub.com/~jhagee/floyd-c.html
www.roadsideamerica.com/attract/

KYCAVfloyd.html
ww4.choice.net/~jimphp/barrenco/

sandcave.htm#top
They contain much history, genealogy on

Floyd�s family, pictures, the only museum
exclusively for Floyd,  a copy of Floyd�s death
certificate, links, Crystal Cave information,
pictures of Floyd�s coffin while in Crystal
Cave, current pictures of the area, historical
accounts of the tragedy, and texts of songs
and articles written about Floyd. Jon Hagee
of Lexington, Kentucky, and a Blue Grass
KY Grotto member, designed and maintains
the most inclusive Floyd Collins web site,
the first one listed above. For anyone
interested, they provide much insight into
the Floyd Collins tragedy of 1925.

John Benton
NSS #10689

PROBLEMS WITH FLOYD CD
This is in response to Martha M. M. Clark�s

review of �Floyd Collins � The Original Cast
Recording� in the December 1998 NSS
News. It�s a good review of the musical as far
as it goes, but it should be pointed out that
the accuracy she commends is misplaced.
Adam Guettel, the composer, and Tina
Landau, the book writer, obtained practically
all of their information about Floyd Collins
from the book Trapped! The Story of Floyd
Collins, by Robert K. Murray and Roger W.
Brucker (Univ. Press of Kentucky, Lexington,
KY, 1982. 335 pp.).

These individuals lifted over 90 items
from our book and passed our authorship
off as their research in various interviews.

They further violated the copyright act by
copying and enlarging all the photos, maps,
and diagrams from the book, and displaying
them in the lobby of the Playwrights Horizon
Theater during the musical�s brief run. They
also appropriated about six minutes of The
National Geographic TV special, �Mysteries
Underground,� without permission of the
owner and ran it in the theater lobby. All of
this was to credential their so-called research
by concealing the authorship of the original
source book and the creative origin of the
video.

By way of their own hard research, they
have Nellie Collins singing a song of hope
for a Model A Ford as an example of better
things to come. They missed the fact that the
Model A Ford came along in 1928, not 1925
when the Collins entrapment took place.
That�s about the sum of their original
contribution to the story.

The only official notice of their gross
misappropriation was a line in the Playbill
where they offered special thanks to Robert
K. Murray and Roger W. Brucker for
unspecified assistance. How did they get
away with this conversion of someone else�s
effort without the courtesy of even trying to
negotiate permission? This is unjustifiable
commercial enrichment cloaked in the guise
of research.

Roger Brucker asked  Guettel and Landau
what acknowledgement they planned to
make of using the book Trapped! without
permission, and what they planned to offer
in payment for that use. Mr. Guettel�s
response: �Take it up with my agent. I�m not
saying anything.�

Bob Murray and I spent several
thousands of dollars in legal bills to try to
resolve the issue fairly. We marked up the
Guette & Laundau script to show their
borrowing, indirect and direct lifts. We hired
a Wall Street litigator. Then Bob Murray and
I ran into two stone walls. Under a precedent
set by the federal court in the Manhattan,
New York District, factual material cannot be
protected by copyright! One might find
another precedent in another federal district,
but any litigation would have to be brought
in Manhattan, where the alleged violation
occurred.

As for the enlarged copyrighted photos
and maps, we might obtain injunctive relief
to prevent their doing what they already
stopped doing when the show closed�
displaying our material for their own
promotional purposes. It remains to be seen
if they will again use our pictorial material
when they stage the musical in Chicago in
April. The litigator Murray and I hired said,
�You can sue, but you won�t win, and it will
cost you tens of thousands of dollars. Is it
worth tilting against the windmill?� He was

willing to proceed, but we thanked him for
his honesty and paid his bill.

Can anyone get away with commercially
using another author�s nonfiction research,
which includes much original investigation,
creative organization, hard work, and
authorship? Can they just thumb their nose
at the authors�? We guess so in Manhattan!
A recent article, �Copy Cats� by Tad Friend,
in The New Yorker, Sept. 14, 1998, pp. 51-
57, asks and answers why movie studios
are awash in copyright suits, and why they
are so hard to win. It is enormously
expensive to obtain justice, and the legal
remedy is slim. There�s an epidemic of this
kind of creative borrowing in the industry.
The original authors hardly ever win, and
the practice is widespread.

On a happier note, Trapped! The Story of
Floyd Collins has been optioned for a major
motion picture, and not by Guettel and
Landau. Watch tor further details, and plan
a caver party to see the movie at your friendly
neighborhood multiplex one of these days.

Roger W. Brucker
Co-author of The Caves Beyond, The

Longest Cave, Trapped!, and forthcoming
Beyond Mammoth Cave

RAPELLING  LOG

The article on the University of Virginia
rapelling �log� by Dwight Deal in the January
1999 issue of the NSS News was excellent.
The article described the �state of the art�
for entering vertical caves in the early 1950s
as hoists or cable ladders. The use of body
rappels and prusik knots slowly caught on
during the next few years, followed by the
use of carabiners, carabiners with brake bars,
rappelling hammers, racks, etc.

If you want to take the history back
another decade, I was a charter member of
the University of Virginia Grotto back in
1946-8. A friend of mine, Karl �Monk�
Henize, was hitchhiking in the Shenandoah
Valley one weekend and was picked up by
Bill Stevenson and a group of the
Washington cavers on a caving trip. They
invited Karl to go caving with them and he
did. Karl came back enthused about caving
and the University of Virginia Grotto was
formed shortly thereafter. (Incidentally, Karl
later: (a) obtained his doctorate in
astronomy, (b) built an observatory in South
Africa for the University of Michigan, (c)
became a professor at Northwestern, (d) was
selected and completed astronaut training
and, (e) was the oldest person to go into
space at the time of his flight. He died on
Mount Everest in 1993. As far as I know, he
was the only person who was ever a

(continued on page 122)
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James Cave is the longest known cave in
Pulaski County, Virginia, with over 7000 feet
of surveyed passages.  It is recorded in the
Virginia Significant Cave List.  The cave
consists of one principal passage that carries
a small stream and several side passages
and loops (Virginia Region of the NSS,
1971;  Holsinger, 1975;  Kastning and
Kastning, 1998).  Much of the cave is easily
traversed by walking.  The cave is visited
often by local cavers and used on occasion
for caver-supervised educational trips for
youth organizations (e.g. scouting groups,
4-H, high-school science clubs), for college
classes in the natural sciences, and for field
trips during symposia and seminars on karst.
When first discovered and explored, James
Cave had two entrances, located on opposite
sides of Route 624 (Hickman Cemetery
Road).  The eastern (main) entrance is on
one side of a large, broad sinkhole in pasture
land and has remained open and generally
free of debris.  The western entrance,
however, became thoroughly plugged
through years of dumping of household
trash and farm waste.  For over thirty years
this entrance was unusable, even though all
passages in the cave remained accessible
from the eastern entrance.  Today, the
western entrance is totally restored, following
a multi-year clean-up and restoration project
undertaken by the New River Valley Grotto,
with the assistance of the Blue Ridge Grotto
and Boy Scout Troop 46 of Radford,
Virginia.

The clean-up and restoration project
began in a serendipitous manner.  In late
1997, we were contacted by a local
newspaper reporter who wanted to do a
feature article on caving.  We suggested that
he change his emphasis from a recreational
slant to an environmental one.  He liked that
approach and we met with him and
discussed the problem of contamination of
groundwater from dumping of trash into

Restoration of Sinkhole Entrance to James Cave, Pulaski County, Virginia
Ernst H. Kastning (NSS 8606 LF) and Karen M. Kastning (NSS 12164 LF)

 Department of Geology, Radford University, Box 6939, Radford, Virginia 24142 ehkastni@runet.edu; kkastnin@runet.edu

sinkholes, a problem that is commonplace
in the Appalachian region of Virginia
(Slifer,1987;  Slifer and Erchul, 1989;
Kastning, 1989, 1995;  Zokaites, 1997).  We
took the reporter to the western entrance of
James Cave to view a �typical� trash-filled
sinkhole, but asked him not to disclose the
location of the cave nor the names of the
Ferrell family, owners of an extensive dairy
farm that includes the cave. The reporter
complied with these requests and the story
was published within a few days (Kittredge,
1989).  However, by way of example, the
article mentioned the trash-filled sinkhole at
James Cave.  It was noted in the same
paragraph that dumping of trash into
sinkholes was a violation of the Virginia Cave
Protection Act.  We received a telephone call
that evening from one of the Ferrells, who
was worried about his cave and sinkhole
being singled out as a violation of state law.
We assured him that his family would not be
prosecuted for dumping that had happened
years ago, in light of the fact that they were
no longer disposing of trash on their land.

Coincidentally, the New River Valley
Grotto had been looking for a conservation
project.  We suggested to the Ferrell family
that a sinkhole clean-up at James Cave (at
no charge) would make a nice grotto project
and they readily accepted our proposal
(perhaps partly out of guilt about the trash).
So we were off and running.  But the grotto
had no idea of the size of the trash
accumulation because the depth of the
sinkhole was greater than anticipated.  And
a massive project it was!

The cleanup effort began on 25 March
1989 as an official project of the New River
Valley Grotto.  We invited Blue Ridge Grotto
from Roanoke and Boy Scout Troop 46 from
Radford to participate.  (Two members of
the grotto were active leaders of the troop.)
On that first day, the cavers and scouts
cleaned much of the uppermost trash
deposits by hand and with ropes, loading
this material into cavers� pickup trucks.  There
were large pieces of metal, consisting mostly
of automobile fenders and old appliances
(which we affectionately termed �white
trash�).  There were several large and heavy
bails of hay as well.  That day the work party
made a significant haul of debris to the local
landfill, where we had permission to dump
the material.  It was disappointing that we
merely scratched the surface of the trash
deposit and realized that this would be a
major long-term undertaking.

The New River Valley Grotto returned
again in July 1989 and four more times in
1990 (August, September, October, and
November) for Saturday clean-ups. It
became apparent during these trips that

heavy machinery would be needed to drag
out large pieces of trash from the increasing
depth of the dig. The grotto obtained price
quotes for excavation from H.T. Bowling, Inc.,
heavy equipment contractors located about
a mile down Hickman Cemetery Road.  It
was clear that we needed some fundraising
efforts to pay for this service.  We had a few
car washes.  However, the real break came
when Dixie Caverns, a show cave near
Salem, Virginia, contacted both grottoes for
help in developing and putting on a Haunted
Cave for the upcoming Halloween (October
1989).  In return for helping with the Haunted
Cave, Dixie Caverns would give New River
Valley and Blue Ridge Grottoes a share of
the proceeds, earmarked for cave
conservation.  Suddenly we had two
conservation projects.  This would support
the heavy machinery needs at James Cave
and, as a spin-off, we had an opportunity to
use the Haunted Cave as a point of contact
with many people in the region for
distributing cave conservation materials.
Both grottoes developed educational
exhibits and distributed handouts promoting
the conservation of caves and cave life to
visitors as they queued for the Halloween
tour.  This first Dixie Caverns Haunted Cave
was a huge success and was repeated for
several years thereafter, with a paid
attendance of over 6000 each year!  It is
interesting to note that other show caves
throughout the country soon caught on and

Team work was required during removal
of some large white appliances.  Upon
burial, sizable items such as this had
become strongly imbedded in a matrix of
organic matter, clay, and finer bits of
trash.

A large backhoe was employed in the
final stages of the excavation in order
to reach debris at the cave entrance,
twenty feet below the ground surface.
Note the cornfield in the background.
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a number of these events are now viable
fund-raisers for cave conservation.  Four
years of participation (1989-1992) allowed
both grottoes to accrue working capital for a
variety of conservation projects and to make
cash contributions to the NSS, the Virginia
Cave Board, the Virginia Speleological
Survey, the American Cave Conservation
Association, and other worthy groups.

With the necessary funds procured, heavy
machinery was contracted (including an
operator), and the rate of excavation of trash
from the sinkhole took a quantum leap.  Large
dump trucks were also hired to take the debris
to the landfill.  At first, a medium-sized
backhoe sufficed for trash removal. On later
work weekends, we upgraded to a large
backhoe with a long reach so that the bottom
of the ever-enlarging sinkhole, where the
cave entrance was, could be excavated.
Additional work weekends occurred in
March, September, and November 1991 and
in June 1992.

The direction of digging had to be
determined in order to find the former
entrance.  Cavers entered the east entrance
of the cave, made their way to the trash plug,
and communicated with the surface by
banging rocks and shouting, so that the
diggers on the surface could guide the
backhoe and hand shovels.  We broke
through and the cave had its second entrance
back.

There was considerable touchup work yet
to be done.  The conically-shaped excavated
sinkhole had to be sculpted to natural
dimensions.  This was done with the
backhoe.  There was a lot of trash picking to
do on the surface of the cone, namely for
broken glass and small items tossed into the
sinkhole in years past.  Follow-up work
included a graded trail down to the entrance
and the planting of grass (from seed) and
small trees to both stabilize the slopes from
erosion and sliding and to reestablish the
ecology of the sinkhole for birds and other

animals.  Today, the sinkhole appears very
natural and many visitors enjoy making a
through trip.  The sinkhole is a regular stop
on geology and hydrogeology field trips
taken by local colleges and universities.  The
two-mile-long Hickman Cemetery Road is
now an official Virginia �Adopt-A-Highway�
under the stewardship of the New River
Valley Grotto.  The grotto schedules quarterly
work trips to pick up trash along the highway,
including the segment next to James Cave.

The cave stream that runs the entire
length of the cave no longer receives leachate
from the trash pile at the upstream entrance.
Groundwater quality has been substantially
improved and this, in turn, is helping to
maintain the biological ecosystem within the
cave.

There was a brief environmental threat to
the cave in 1997.  An application was before
the Pulaski County Planning Commission,
requesting a permit to dispose of industrial
sludge from a local textile firm by applying it
as fertilizer on several farms located on the
extensive sinkhole plain in the county.  In
fact, some of this land drains through James
Cave.  The sludge was known to contain
heavy metals and hydrocarbons.  The permit
application was denied once the
environmental hazards where made clear.
A key event in defeating the sludge
application proposal was a cave trip through
James Cave arranged for members of the
Planning Commission and the local media
to view first-hand how water migrates rapidly
through enlarged conduits in carbonate
rocks with little or no natural filtration.
Moreover, newspaper, magazine, and
television coverage of this problem helped
to drive these points home (e.g. Witkege,
1997).  The potential for harm to local wells
was considerable.

Over the years, the James Cave restoration
project has attracted media attention to the
problem of illegal dumping into sinkholes.
For example, activities on the first day of the
clean-up were featured in the video, �Into
the Ground...Into the Water,� produced by
Ron Erchul and Dennis Slifer at Virginia
Military Institute for showing on public
television and for distribution to
administrators and school districts in the 28
counties of Virginia that have karst.  The
cleanup was also featured in local
newspapers (e.g. Farrar, 1989).  It is not
possible to clean each sinkhole dump in
Virginia (estimated to number in the
thousands).  However, publicity generated
about a large volunteer effort, such as the
James Cave project, is an effective
educational tool that should result in less
contamination of karstic groundwater in the
future and an awareness for proper
management of sinkholes, caves, and karst
(Kastning and Kastning, 1991, 1993, 1997).
The clean-up at James Cave has also fostered
excellent relations with the Ferrell family.

They have remained very hospitable to
cavers and are the proud owners of a fine
cave with well-groomed entrance sinkholes.

In recognition of the efforts at James Cave
and in other projects, the New River Valley
Grotto was the recipient of the 1994 NSS
Cave Conservation and Management Section
Conservation Award on 22 June 1994 in
Brackettville, Texas, at the Annual NSS
Convention (NSS News, August 1994, v.
52, no. 8, p. 240).  This annual award,
presented by the Conservation and
Management Section of the NSS, is given to
an internal organization of the NSS that has
excelled in preserving and protecting caves
and karst by actively promoting cave
conservation and carrying out projects that
make a significant contribution to these ends.
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 Belize, a tiny nation of 200,000 on the
north Caribbean coast of Central America, is
exploding with diversity of peoples, flora and
fauna, and landscape. With approximately
27% of its land area set aside in national
parks, nature reserves, and wildlife
sanctuaries, Belize is often considered a
model for conservation and environmental
protection both in the region and in all of
the Americas. Much of the natural splendor
of Belize is encompassed in the broadleaf
rain-forest and rugged cockpit karst terrain
of inland areas. Here, limestone caves,
jungle, and Maya history intermingle to
create a truly beautiful and unique natural
landscape that has been left relatively
untouched and unexplored since post-
Columbian times. Owing to Belize�s small
population and its youth (nationhood was
gained in 1981), the government and local
peoples have had the opportunity to take
futuristic measures to ensure that natural and
cultural diversity is maintained in the face of
development and expanding worldwide
tourism. Rural communities are encouraged
to take measures towards self-empowerment
and become, as it were, creative pioneers in
the frontiers of environmental protection, the
preservation of culture, and proper resource
management. Five Blues Lake National
Park, located next to St. Margaret�s Village in
the Cayo District of Central Belize, is one of
the only community-run national parks in
Belize. Started on Earth Day 1991, the park
boasts a 14-acre sinkhole lake famed for its
five shades of blue, an overflowing wealth
of wildlife, and 4250 acres of rugged karst
terrain and caves. The goals of the park, as
upheld by the village-elected Volunteer
Board of Directors, are �� to ensure the
preservation of the amazing biological,
ecological, geological, and archaeological
splendor of the park and the cultural integrity
of the village, while simultaneously
providing incentives for economic growth

through carefully monitored eco-tourism.�
To date, the foundations for a successful
venture are well established. There exist a
small network of hiking trails, lodging
facilities within the village, and a newly built
education shelter at the park entrance. In
addition, the government has recently
accepted a draft of the first ever Five Blues
Lake National Park Management Plan. One
of the first priorities in the plan is to annex a
4,000 acre tract of land to the east of the
park. This annex would provide a biological
corridor for migrating species from inland
forests to the sea and preserve the extensive
cockpit karst terrain for its geological and
ecological wealth. While the project in St.
Margaret�s is successfully underway, there
are still many issues of management for both
the near and far future. Often, the Park Board
of Directors and other village members do
not have the time, specific know-how, or
resources to deal with such issues. This is
especially true concerning the proper
protection of the amazing caves and cave
systems both within the park and in the
proposed annexation area. Specific issues
with which the park is requesting help in
terms of cave management and preservation
include the following:

MANATEE CAVES MANAGEMENT PLAN

Four miles to the east of Five Blues Lake
National Park, within the proposed
annexation area, exists a cave system that
extends along and to the sides of an
underground branch of the seaward flowing
Manatee River  hence, the name �Manatee
Caves.� The Manatee Caves are relatively
remote, and access is difficult, but short visits
by village members have revealed the
existence of amazing cave decorations, Maya
artifacts, and a seemingly unending network
of caverns. On a recreational visit made on
August 1, 1998, by Park Board members,
they found illegal clearing of land near the

The Need for Cave Management at Five Blues Lake National Park, Belize
by Chadwick Oliver
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cave entrance for the purposes of either
building a tourist resort, agriculture, or illicit
marijuana cultivation. Within the cave, they
found that Maya pottery and cave
decorations had been stolen, and once
crystal-white calcite formations had been
trodden upon and muddied. The
perpetrators have since been reprimanded
by government authorities. However, given
the lack of official protected status of the caves
and regular patrols, there is no assurance
that such violations will not occur  again in
the future. It is with this thought in mind that
Park Board members wish to annex this piece
of land to the existing park. Before this
happens, though, it is deemed necessary by
government officials to explore the caves,
produce a map, and, most importantly, create
a comprehensive management plan. Such a
plan would address issues of vandalism and
estimate potential visitor impact and carrying
capacity.

ANNEXATION AREA EXPLORATION

While the Manatee Caves are a beautiful
and valuable part of the annexation area, it
is very likely that the other ~4000 acres of
this unexplored region contain such geologic
wonders. Exploration of this area in an
organized study would help in prompting
the government to take action towards
annexing the area to Five Blues Lake
National Park or protecting it in some other
way. If large caves such as Manatee Caves
are found, management plans for the use
(or nonuse) of the caves would need to be
drawn up.

PARK EXPLORATION

While the 4,250 acres of Five Blues Lake
National Park has been officially protected
since 1991, much is still unknown about
the caves or other natural wonders
contained within. Aside from a 600 acre
�Human Use Area,� the park is unexplored.
Even where it is known that large caves exist,
very few have even been entered. In the
development of the park for sustainable
visitor access, it is necessary to know where
and what kind of geologic features exist.
Such knowledge could provide for a
development strategy that would ensure
minimal environmental impact (or no
impact, where cave areas are deemed too
delicate) and maximum tourist education.
This might involve training local tour guides
so that visitors may not enter alone, and
might be a boost to the local economy.

HUMAN USE AREA INTERPRETIVE TRAIL

Within the above-mentioned Human Use
Area, there is a small network of trails,
camping areas, a newly built education
shelter, and the lake for which the park is
named. The area is intended for visitor
recreation and more importantly, visitor
education. Within a quarter mile of the lake,
there lies a cave area called Duende Caves.
Duende Caves are a series of sinkholes and
dolines, interconnected by short tunnels
through limestone, and containing small-
scale decorations and Maya artifacts. Within
each sinkhole is a unique forest ecosystem
isolated by the steep cave walls. As it stands,
Duende Caves is the largest attraction to the

park, and has even been the subject of a
Princeton University Undergraduate Senior
Thesis. Over the last few years, much damage
has been done to Duende Caves, even given
the minimal amount of visitors to the park.
The Park Board of Directors wishes to make
a short, roped off, interpretive trail through
the area, in the hopes that visitors will not
have free access to delicate areas; rather, they
will have the opportunity to benefit from the
educational experience the trail may provide.
The Park Board is currently seeking help and
financial assistance in building this trail as
soon as possible.

Created with an emphasis on sustainable
rural development, Five Blues Lake
National Park is an on-going project that
helps to set a global precedent for
conservation. In this context, the global
community shares the responsibility, along
with residents of St. Margaret�s and Belizeans,
of protecting all the earth�s land, resources,
and the livelihood of its people. It is within
this spirit of global cooperation that Five
Blues Lake National Park reaches out to those
who may be interested in helping. The
above-listed projects do involve a lot of time,
and, potentially, a lot of financial resources;
however, any help, in terms of advice,
interest, or visitations, is more than
welcomed. The Park Board of Directors is
receptive to any comments, suggestions, or
questions and can help in arranging visits if
so desired. Please feel free to write to:

Five Blues Lake National Park PO Box
439 Belmopan, Belize Central America; e-
mail Fiveblues@hotmail.com

The Mid-Atlantic Karst Conservancy, Inc.,
WAS formed in November of 1997 to fill a
void in western Pennsylvania and the
surrounding Mid-Atlantic Region where no
cave conservancy was currently active. A year
later, the MAKC marked its first anniversary
with purchase of Hall Cave, Huntingdon
County, Pennsylvania and 9.45 acres of
surrounding karstlands. The MAKC has
raised well over half of the purchase price
($9,500) and associated costs, such as
surveying and insurance, totalling nearly
$13,000, and has only $6400 to raise to
pay off a no-interest loan necessary to
complete the deal. Now, board members are
developing a list of significant caves for
consideration as Acquisition Number Two.
In additon to the usual incorporation
proceedings, receiving IRS 501 (c)3 status,
the MAKC also, in its first year:

(1) Conducted an educational letter-
writing campaign to various officials involved
in a proposed industrial hog farm in
Huntingdon County, which was opposed by

Mid-Atlantic Karst Conservancy, Inc., Celebrates First Year with One Cave, 9.45 acres
by Kim Metzgar

a group of citizens known as the Juniata River
Basin Alliance. The proposed farm, which
was to be located in the karst area, had the
potential to pollute wells and springs for
miles around, in addition to polluting the
Juniata River. The MAKC campaign, along
with input from other local caving groups,
and work by the alliance and its experts,
caused the local planning commission to
reject the hog farm proposal.

(2) Worked to alleviate a severe parking/
access problem in a southwestern
Pennsylvania cave area, where cavers must
cross a small portion of private land to get to
a well-known cave on public land. One
meeting with the landowner and subsequent
follow-up letters have alleviated the problem
for the time being.

(3) Wrote letters and testified before the
Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board
in favor of elevating Trout Run, a karst stream
draining Copperhead Cave in Westmoreland
County, to Exceptional Value Status. Trout
Run provides municipal water service to

over 5,000 households in the Blairsville area,
and the MAKC supported the Blairsville
Water Authority in its EV application for the
stream. Elevation of the stream to EV status
would mean the water quality could not be
degraded by any type of development. The
Copperhead/Trout Run area had been
threatened by a proposed limestone quarry
which Loyalhanna Grotto members and
other local groups opposed.

(4)Provided testimony for the
Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry, a part of
the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources, on cave resources on State Forest
Land, during public hearings held to
develop the next 10-year management plan
for the SFL.

(5) Affiliated with the NSS.
(6) Has held discussions with other

conservancies working in surrounding areas
regarding cooperation on future
acquisitions.

For further information on the MAKC,
refer to the website: http://www.karst.org.
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Filming has begun on Journey into
Amazing Caves, a movie that will appear in
hundreds of giant-screen theatres around
the world. This feature will bring caves and
caving to the attention of millions. Do you,
as a caver, know about this forthcoming
movie? Will it have consequences for you
and the caving activities you pursue? Will
publicity benefit the caves in your area? While
the NSS�s official association with the movie
(if any) has not been determined, some NSS
members are key players and supporters.
Yet many others are not even aware of the
project.

When cavers learn of Amazing Caves, they
voice diverse and interesting views. The
movie raises some complex issues that are
not initially apparent � nor easily resolved.
The goal of this article is to provide an
overview of perspectives on the movie and
to encourage discussion of its possible
effects. Background information, including
press releases from the producers, is
available on the website listed at the end.

First, we want to draw attention to an issue
that has already surfaced, regardless of what
happens with Amazing Caves. It concerns
the way we as the National Speleological
Society communicate, work together, make
judgments, and decide issues. Nearly all of
the activity surrounding Amazing Caves has
been invisible to the NSS membership.
Obviously, individual cavers can work with
a private movie company as they wish. Yet
some key backers of Amazing Caves are
working under the auspices of NSS
committees, in some cases using the contacts
that they developed as NSS officers.

These individuals are well-intentioned.
They have understandable concerns about
sending mixed messages to a movie
company that they want to support and
impress. But given the importance of this
matter, it is the responsibility of the NSS
leadership to bring the Amazing Caves issue
to light, and to encourage open debate.
There may be raised emotions and heated
arguments. But this debate will be far
healthier for the NSS than any erosion of
trust between cavers, and toward the NSS
leadership, that might result from a feeling
that major issues were intentionally
understated. The long-term functioning of
our Society depends on an informed,
thoughtful membership, and encouraging
this is a prime responsibility of our elected
and appointed leaders.

To promote discussion, let�s take a look
at the two sides that have emerged, and what
we have heard from them so far.

Caving on the Giant Screen: Perspectives on the Amazing Caves Controversy
by John Ganter and Bill Storage

THE SUPPORTERS

Cavers backing Amazing Caves see this
as our big break; the chance, finally, to tell
the world about the wonders of caves and
their need for protection. The movie will be
made with or without our support. We might
as well be involved, claim the supporters, so
that we can increase accuracy and reduce
hype.

It�s time caves and cavers got some
recognition, supporters assert. The growth
of the NSS has flattened. We need new,
young members. We need support from
lawmakers and federal land managers to
protect caves against external threats like
mineral exploration. The NSS is too small
and quiet for the mission it is trying to
accomplish, supporters suggest. We must
accept that real lobbying power comes from
organizational size and national recognition.
Our scope must widen. For too long we have
sought to save a stalactite in cave X without
facing threats to entire karst systems brought
on by urban growth, mining, logging, and
the like. People won�t protect caves unless
they know about caves. Publicity will result
in some new cavers, and that can be good.
Most of them will join the NSS, become
conservation-minded, and preach our
gospel. Others will stay only briefly, but they
will take with them an understanding of
conservation and safety.

Amazing Caves will project an exciting,
positive, scientific image of caves and cavers,
supporters maintain. It�s time to get into the
media age. Low profile caving is appropriate
in some cases, but not as a universal policy.
This is a tremendous personal opportunity
for a few of our members to be stars, and
others should help. We should work with
the movie producers, who have had many
successes in bringing topics like marine life
to wide audiences. With new technology and
our guidance, filming can be done with
minimal damage to the caves.

The benefits of an IMAX movie will
outweigh the costs, the supporters conclude.
IMAX will be perceived by the public as
authoritative, and it is important for the NSS
to be included in this perception.

THE SKEPTICS

The skeptics see Amazing Caves as likely
to be another �Hey wow!� movie that excites
first and educates a distant second. Yes, the
proposal always sounds good. The
producers say what we want to hear and so
we help them. But the science and
conservation footage often ends up on the
cutting-room floor, sacrificed in favor of

action scenes that will appeal to a broad
audience. The result is an image of caving as
just another adrenaline sport. This is good
neither for caves nor caving, the skeptics
assert.

Skeptics also foresee unintended
consequences. We need to take a broader
view, they maintain, looking at both the
benefits and costs of such broad exposure.
The fundamental reasons for our tradition
of low profile caving have not changed, and
a chance for fame is not in itself a reason to
adopt a different policy. A movie about caves
is different from a movie about dolphins.
Yes, caves need protection and protection
requires education. But caves are also
vulnerable to interest that leads to greater
visitation. Dolphins don�t get bootprints on
them, and people don�t usually break off
pieces of dolphins to take home as
souvenirs. Caves can only take so much
human traffic before they are damaged
beyond repair.

Yes, the skeptics acknowledge, very few
people who learn about caves actually go
caving, and the growth of the NSS is flat. But
the number of people going into wild caves
is not flat; it seems to be rising. Let�s consider
the Guadalupes of New Mexico, the skeptics
suggest. While permits are available to all,
these caves are hard to find and many require
technical caving skills. But a large percentage
of visitors are not NSS members. In the last
decade, many of these spectacular caves
have been closed by their managers because
of damage caused by heavy traffic. In some
cases, there have been blatant acts of
speleothem theft and vandalism. We can
educate people about caves, but does the
conservation message often get lost along
the way?

And what about the 90% of caves that
are on private land? Do cave owners really
want more general interest in caves? True,
the famous caves in the movie will probably
be well protected. But won�t people transfer
their interest to caves closer to them?

Look at the number of cave closures, and
the negative incidents we�ve been hearing
about, observe the skeptics. People show
up at caves. They are not NSS members,
they are not conservation minded, and they
trash the caves and the landowner relations
we have worked so long on. Doesn�t every
little glimpse of caves and caving generate a
little cumulative interest, just the way endless
soft drink ads relate precisely to sales
increases?

Given the unique situation of caves, we
need to keep caving quiet, the skeptics assert.
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Selective publicity can be a useful education
strategy, because it is sensitive to local cave
conditions. But mass publicity is by definition
unselective. If people have an interest in
caves, all they have to do is type
<www.caves.org>. The door to the NSS is
always open. But let�s not build a giant
billboard pointing to it, the skeptics suggest.
If we support this movie, we send a message
to all of our members and the world: mass
publicity is good for caves. More publicity
will then follow, and more caves will suffer.

THE UNDECIDED

As with many complex issues with long-
term consequences, some people have

polarized. Those at the extremes may never
change their views, just as Tychoans went to
their graves knowing that the sun orbits the
earth. For others, this movie, and the larger
issue of mass caving publicity, presents a
mix of costs and benefits. There is little hard
data to help balance the two.

Where do the authors of this article stand?
We generally oppose mass publicity about
caving, but find certain arguments from the
other side compelling.

So this article is aimed outward at the
undecided. What do you, as a thoughtful
NSS member, think about caving publicity
and this movie? What are the costs and
benefits? Which ones outweigh others? What

have we missed in the discussions? What
should the NSS do, now and in the future?

Note: We have established a website to
present information and opinions on the
general topic of caving publicity, and on this
movie. The goal is to be reasonably balanced,
and to encourage civilized discussion and
skilled reasoning. The address is: <http://
nerve-net.zocalo.net/jg/c/public/>

We thank the following cavers for
contributing perspectives and for their
critiques of drafts of this article: Donald G.
Davis, Paul Fowler, Louise Hose, and
Michael Ray Taylor. The opinions expressed
are our own.

It�s a Texas-size challenge to help preserve
underground resources of a state that has
just under 10 percent of the nation�s total
land and water area. But the Texas Cave
Management Association is trying to do just
that, through conservation, landowner
relations and scientific study.

Most recently, TCMA representatives in
Austin and San Antonio � the two most
populated urban centers of Texas caves and
caving � have been negotiating with
government agencies and private
developers to receive donations,
management contracts or conservation
easements on significant subterranean
resources.

Youth groups and others interested in
speleology are also continuing to visit two
of TCMA�s caves: Whirlpool in Austin and
Robber Baron in San Antonio. Additionally,
TCMA has organized visits to 0-9 Water Well
in far West Texas, River Styx in the northwest
and other managed properties.

At the last National Speleological Society
Convention, a TCMA director and founder
of the Association for Mexican Cave Studies
was honored for his achievements in
conservation and exploration.

William H. Russell of Austin received the
Honorary Member Award for his
achievements. The award of one of the NSS�
highest honors came during the society�s
annual awards banquet at the University of
the South in Sewanee, Tenn.

Russell, NSS 4357, is also a founder of
the Texas Speleological Survey. He has
been an active caver in the state and in
Mexico for almost a half-century. Editor of
the Capital Caver, his digging expeditions
are legendary. The NSS award recognized
Russell�s accomplishments in cave
discovery, exploration and conservation.

�He has been said to have the fastest
mouth in the West. He talks faster than
anyone can understand, it�s been said, and

faster than the speed of light,� Mike Hood,
the awards chairman, told about 1,700
cavers and their families. �He�s also known
for setting lightning trip records. His
comments were, �Caving keeps one young
� and sane.� �

During Russell�s acceptance speech, one
member of the audience shouted in jest,
�Slow down!�

�Before this convention, I was a little
worried about cavers�that somehow, in
their zeal for exploration, their zest for
discovery had abated,� Russell said.
�However, I�ve now found that this is not
the case. This has renewed my faith in
cavers. They�re out there finding new things,
discovering and documenting what they find.

�Again, I�m deeply honored,� he said.
�And I think that cavers will go out there and
provide a future, forever going caving.�

Increased education and research by
TCMA and other conservancies of the
Huntsville, Ala.-headquartered NSS,
affiliated with the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, have played a
vital role in raising public awareness and
appreciation for nonrenewable cave
resources.

Founded in 1986, the Austin-based
TCMA is Texas� first organization dedicated
to the conservation and preservation of
underground resources and their biological,
paleontological and other contents. The
nonprofit organization owns three caves in
Central Texas and manages more than dozen
others.

The purposes for which TCMA was
incorporated as a 501(c)3 organization
include cave acquisition and general goals
of preservation, conservation and study
along with supporting educational and
scientific programs.

The TCMA also owns Whirlpool and Lost
Oasis Caves in Travis County, Robber Baron
in San Antonio and has management

contracts for more than a dozen others,
including Amazing Maze Cave and 0-9 Water
Well in Southwest Texas and Marigold and
Pebblebrook Caves, in Cedar Park, Texas.
Whirlpool and Robber Baron, in the years
since their acquisition, have become
educational resources and focal points for
neighborhood and caver cooperation.

Whirlpool, which is the subject of an
updated draft management plan by preserve
manager Nico M. Hauwert of Austin, has
been visited by more than 600 people over
a one-year period. Visitors are from college
classes, church and scouting groups, among
others.

The property is part of the Balcones
Canyonlands Preserve and member groups,
including the City of Austin Nature Preserves,
Travis County, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Department and Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department have helped coordinate cave
protection efforts and share strategies in the
area. Biological survey stations and protocol
were established in Whirlpool, consistent
with other BCCP surveys.

Both Whirlpool and Lost Oasis are listed
in the USFWS endangered species permit
of the City of Austin and Travis County.
Following vandalism of both the gate and
preserve sign at Whirlpool, work crews have
repaired damage and installed new
equipment. An annual TCMA membership
meeting was scheduled for February in
conjunction with the Texas Speleological
Association�s winter Board of Governors�
meeting at a state park near Lampasas.
Members are kept informed of current
projects through the TCMA Activities
Newsletter.

The TCMA board of directors has
appointed Barbe Barker of Irving, Texas as
vice president. Barbe has extensive
experience in nonprofit organizations such
as TCMA. She is a past patient services
director for a Dallas doctors� group and has
worked for a state medical foundation, where
she gained experience in nonprofits and
fund-raising.

Texas Cave Management Association News
by Jay Jorden
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Recently the NSS and Mammoth Cave
National Park entered into a cooperative
agreement to complete restoration work in
relation to the park�s Historic Entrance/Echo
River Ecotone Project. The purpose of this
article is to explain the work being done on
Echo River, rather than the cooperative
agreement itself.

The history of Echo River is a long one,
which captivates cavers and is of interest to
any adventurer. First discovered by slave-
guide Stephen Bishop in 1838, Echo River
teemed with several varieties of cave life.
Blind fish with almost transparent bodies,
along with white-blind crayfish and other
creatures, fascinated Bishop, and the tourists
he would later bring. With its curious echo
qualities and deep crystal clear waters, Echo
River would soon become a favorite stop
for generations of tourists.

To make Echo River more accessible,
bridges were built, along with wooden
walkways and boat-docks. Miles of electrical
cable was laid and lights installed.
Throughout the years, due to flooding and
age, the wood rotted, and other walkways
and bridges were built directly on top of the
old ones. The old structures were allowed
to rot and collapse into the once pristine
waters.

The presence of foreign material in the
water and illumination of the cave passage
caused serious changes in the ecosystem of
Echo River. Fish from the outside that
occasionally were swept into the cave by
high water would formerly have died in the
darkness of the cave and become food for
cave creatures. With the cave illuminated,
the outside fish became predators instead of
prey. The cave-dwelling creatures which
once thrived in Echo River were nearly
decimated. Today, one can occasionally see
a white crayfish, and blind fish are rarely
seen. Until restoration efforts began, the bed
of Echo River was strewn with the rotting
posts and planks of collapsed walkways.

In recent years, restoration volunteers
have worked in the Echo River area, and
although this was before the Park Service�s
decision to completely restore the area, these
volunteers were successful in removing
thousands of pounds of debris from the river.
Now, with a cooperative agreement in place,
the NSS will be in the forefront of the
restoration efforts of Echo River.

To understand the scope of this
restoration project, one must first understand
the logistics involved, and the problems
involved with removing material from the
cave. Although Echo River is one stream,
the work areas are at opposite ends of what
used to be the boat ride on the Echo River
tour. When the term �Historic side� is used,
it refers to the end of the river reached by the

tourist trail from the Historic Entrance. When
the term �Silliman side� of the river is used,
this refers to Cascade Hall, via the Elevator
Entrance and Silliman Avenue. Even though
volunteers use only the tourist trail, many
parts of the trail are now unused for tours,
and in poor repair. After seasonal flooding
of Echo River, camp participants must shovel
mud and sand off the stairs and trail to make
them passable. Patching holes in the rotting
planks of the bridges is an on-going activity.
Once at the work site, the infrastructure of
wooden walkways and lighting systems is
being removed.

On the Historic side, participants have to
remove over 800 feet of wooden bridge that
traverses over the water or is elevated above
the trail leading to Echo River. In some areas
where the bridge is to be removed, the water
is normally eight to ten feet deep. In addition,
over 1000 feet of the lighting system has to
be removed. This system consists of four
strands of  # 4 rubber coated copper wire,
and associated light fixtures. These light
fixtures can weigh up to 30 pounds apiece.
On the Silliman side, the work includes
removing the pier and railings associated
with the eastern boat landing, 1500 feet of
electrical cable and light fixtures, and all other
debris in that area.

The wooden bridges and walkways are
dismantled by hand or by using small hand
tools such as hammers, shovels, and pry
bars. The wood is cut, put into plastic bags,
then placed into nylon �grass sacks� for
hauling to the surface. The plastic bags
prevent spreading wood debris along the
trail. Lights are removed from the walls and
ceiling and electrical cable is cut and tied
into loops, to be hauled away.

Because it is too far to walk carrying a
load from the work-site to the entrance of
the cave, a system of cache sites at points
along the trail has developed. Since it is over
a mile from the work-site near Echo River to
the Historic Entrance, a cache was established
at Vanderbilt Hall, just up the stairs from
River Hall. This is approximately the halfway

point. On the Silliman side, a cache is
established at Valley Way Side-cut, and
another at Ole Bull�s Concert Hall. This
breaks the two-mile walk from the work-site
to the Elevator Entrance roughly into thirds.
This caching system also allows work to be
done when the water may be too high to
reach the river. For example, material is
moved from Echo River to cache sites during
low water events, then moved from the cache
sites to the entrance during floods.

To get material out of the Historic
Entrance, it must be taken up an 80-foot
�fire tower.� At least 30 people must
participate in a �bucket brigade,� hand
passing each piece of wood and wire from
the bottom of the tower to the top�all
between tour groups that use the same tower.
Because of several sets of stairs, uneven trail
surface, and narrow spots in the trail, the
use of carts or wagons on the Historic side is
prohibitive. Everything must be carried by
hand from Echo River to the top of the fire
tower in Mammoth Dome. At that point,
wheelbarrows or wagons can be used to
move the material to the entrance of the cave,
where it must be hand-carried up another
flight of stairs to be loaded onto a truck at
the entrance.

The magnitude of this project is
impressive, to say the least. To fully
appreciate the amount of physical labor
involved, one must experience it first-hand.
Already, hundreds of volunteers have
donated literally thousands of person/hours
to this undertaking. Just this past August
alone, an estimated six tons of material was
removed from the Echo River area! This was
material that used to upset the delicate
ecosystem of this great resource. It will take
a hundred more individuals, providing
thousands of person/hours and more, to
complete the work. The NSS should be
proud to have among its members those
who would give freely their time and effort
toward the restoration of this important area
of Mammoth Cave.

For more information on how to get
involved with the restoration camp at
Mammoth Cave, check the calendar of
events at the front of the NSS News.

Visitors have been taking cave tours at
Wind Cave National Park and Jewel Cave
National Monument for almost a century.  A
total of nearly 9 million people have walked
through the tour routes at both parks,
unknowingly shedding hair, clothing fibers,
and skin cells while taking in the beauty of

Restoration Field Camp at Mammoth Cave
Norm Rogers, Camp Manager

Black Hills Restoration Camp
by Marc Ohms

Asst. Cave Specialist, Wind Cave National Park
and Rene Rogers

Resource Management Intern, Jewel Cave National Monument

these unique caves. Such �lint� accumulation
not only changes the appearance of caves,
but it can also upset cave ecosystems by
providing an unnatural food source for
microscopic organisms. By the early 1990s,
the walls, floors, and formations were so
thickly coated with lint that something clearly
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needed to be done in order to protect both
caves.

In the spring of 1994 the first Wind/Jewel
Lint Camp was held. Ten volunteers armed
with brushes and tweezers started a project
that continues today and unfortunately has
no end in sight. In addition to removing a
great deal of lint from the caves, the
volunteers took out several pounds of dust
that had settled on formations during trail
development. At Jewel Cave, entire patches
of flowstone were uncovered. For the first
time in several decades, crystals shone with
their original luster and cave rocks changed
from a dull gray to brilliant reds, browns,
and whites.

In 1995 and 1996 the effort continued to
focus on removing lint and dust
accumulations. Volunteers began to focus
their efforts in one area of the cave each year
in order to have the most noticeable impact.

In 1997 the Cave Management Staff at
both parks decided that the effort should be
expanded to include other restoration work.
The name of the camp was then changed
from Lint Camp to Restoration Camp to better
define the work being done. The focus of
the camp changed to include blast rubble/
trail debris removal and formation cleaning
in addition to lint clean-up. At Wind Cave,
replacing the brushes and tweezers with
vacuum cleaners greatly increased the
amount of lint and debris removed. During
the 1997 camp, two tons of blast rubble,
lint, and trail dust was removed from Wind
Cave! Because of this success, vacuum
cleaners are now used at both caves.

At Jewel Cave the 1998 camp worked in
what is known as the Historic Area. This is
the original section of cave opened for tours
almost 100 years ago. Until this time the focus
had been on the �Scenic Tour� route and
no work had been done in the Historic Area.
The volunteers worked very hard hauling
out pieces of former wood stairs, brushing
lint, and scraping wax left from the
candlelight tours. A phenomenal amount of
debris was removed from the cave.

A large part of what makes Restoration
Camp so successful is the dedication of the
volunteers who participate. The 1999
Restoration Camp will be held May 3-7,
Monday through Friday. Two days will be
spent at each cave, with Wednesday reserved
for off-trail caving or sightseeing.  No
registration fee is required, and housing will
be provided.  Twenty volunteers may
participate. The deadline for applying was
March 12th, which does not leave you much
time for this year�s camp, but if you want to
join us in 2000 please contact Marc Ohms at
(605) 745-4600 or Marc_Ohms@nps.gov
to reserve your spot.

Central Florida Cavers
Leader: Central Florida Cavers
# of participants: ~40

OCALA  CAVERNS CLEAN-UP

Ocala Caverns, once a roadside attraction,
opened in the 1930s as a nature attraction
with hanging gardens and boat rides through
two caves. Road construction in the area
caused a partial collapse of what is now the
dry cave. The cave had several owners. A
previous landowner welded a steel drum
with a lid over the opening. Transients lived
there for some time and apparently thought
that drum was a trash can, so all of their
trash was thrown into the drum and down
into the cave. The pile of trash was 3 or 4
feet deep and covered the entire floor. The
Central Florida Cavers drove up June 21,
1998, with a flatbed trailer and lots of garbage
bags. The trash in the dry cave was shoveled,
bagged, and loaded onto the flatbed. There
were larger pieces of trash in the wet cave,
including a large wooden plank at the bottom
of the back pool and some old PVC pipe. By
the end of the project, the trailer was filled to
capacity and hauled to the Marion County
Landfill. Almost 300 pounds of trash were
removed.

LUCKY LUNDY’S CLEAN-UP

At the invitation of the current landowners,
the Central Florida Cavers, an Explorer scout
and two people from the Tampa Bay Area
Grotto, spent the weekend of October 24th
in Belleview, FL, cleaning Lundy�s Cave and
the surrounding property. The cave,
originally three separate caves, was joined
and modified by previous owners. The front
section was commercialized with a fake
elevator entrance and a gift shop covered
the other entrances. During the 1960s, the
Lundy family converted the cave into a fall-
out shelter and built bunkers over some of
the entrances. They drilled a well, installed
an electrical system, and moved beds and a
refrigerator into the cave. Over the years,
several of the sinkhole entrances were filled
with trash and appliances in an effort to close
them. The buildings were vandalized and
the contents destroyed. The Central Florida
Cavers previously gated the back entrance,
but vandals smashed the walls to that
entrance and destroyed the gate. Because
the cave is popular with local kids, the current
owner is concerned about possible injuries.
A temporary fence was constructed around
the sinkhole and the largest part was covered
with a large aluminum gate. Over the
weekend, CFC cleaned all of the buildings,
removed appliances and debris out of the
entrances, and cleaned out the largest
sinkhole. The landowner used a truck with
a hoist to help pull out several large
appliances (refrigerators, stoves, etc.). The

Conservation: Grotto Activities, Part 2
sinkhole was much larger than originally
thought and must have taken decades to fill.
The CFC and others will go back in February
with a dumpster to remove more trash.

Erika Wiggins

 Ozark Highlands Grotto

 TURNBACK CAVE RESTORATION

PROJECT

Leader: Jonathan B. Beard, OHG
Conservation Committee chair
# of participants: ~12 per year

As Missouri�s first �underground� Stream
Team (S.T. #659), Ozark Highlands Grotto
conducted its fourth annual restoration trip
to 6,000-foot Turnback Cave of Lawrence
County, Missouri. The Missouri Department
of Conservation, which both sponsors the
Missouri Stream Team program and owns
the gated cave, allows OHG one visit per
year to conduct restoration work. The cave
is habitat for both the endangered Gray bat
(Myotis grisescens) and the Ozark cavefish
(Amblyopsis rosae). In the November 1998
visit, as well as picking up additional trash
and removing graffiti, OHG experimented
with a portable pressure sprayer on
speleothems muddied by visitors, with
remarkable results. OHG has applied for
funds from the Mississippi Valley Ozark
Region to acquire a portable pressure sprayer
to use in various Ozark caves to quickly clean
muddied speleothems.

BREAKDOWN CAVE RESTORATION

LABORATORY (ONGOING)
Leader: Jonathan B. Beard, OHG
Conservation Committee chair and lab
director & OHG Cave Management
Committee (Jonathan Beard, Leo
Thompson, Gary Horner)
# of participants: average two trips per
month, one for restoration, one for
teaching

In 1983, OHG gated its first of seven gated,
managed caves. Breakdown Cave in
Christian County, Missouri, a 5,805-foot
cave, had suffered profuse vandalism in just
a few years since its initial discovery by local
boys. The landowners named OHG as the
caretakers of the cave, and OHG made full
use of this privilege by making the cave a
restoration laboratory and classroom. In 16
years, hundreds of broken speleothems have
been reattached using a variety of
experimental methods, including the use of
hundreds of different adhesive samples from
a nearby adhesive factory. Various methods
of graffiti and �calcified muddy handprint�
removal have also been successfully applied.
Students from junior and senior high schools
and universities have been taught aspects of
speleology in the cave, with OHG members
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acting as guest lecturers for the classes. In
1999, OHG continues to advance restoration
methods by experimentation. Some of the
methods have been previously published
in the NSS News (Feb. 1989) as well as
several issues of the MCKC Digest, quarterly
journal of the Missouri Caves & Karst
Conservancy.

GARRISON CAVE RESTORATION

PROJECT

Leaders: OHG Cave Management
Committee:  Leo Thompson, project co-
director  & OHG Conservation Committee,
Jonathan Beard, project co-director
#participants: average 5 per session

In 1997, Ozark Highlands Grotto installed
a gate 200 feet into this long cave located in
Christian County, Missouri, to help prevent
vandalism of newly-discovered sections of
the cave. For years vandals have been
digging at the soil in the entrance area,
looking for arrowheads and other Indian
relics, as well as profusely spray painting the
entrance passage. Members of OHG have
been filling the large dug-out �craters� in the
floor, and through 1998 and early 1999,
OHG is still at work removing vast quantities
of spray paint from the walls and ceiling; the
methods were developed by earlier work in
Breakdown Cave between mapping trips.
Any new �potholes� are filled in to deter
further digging by vandals. As far as the
mapping goes, 8,102 feet have been
mapped thus far in this cave, which is
estimated to be in excess of 20,000 feet long,
and has at least three cave streams in which
several bristly crayfish (Cambarus setosus)
are found upon each visit.

LON ODELL MEMORIAL CAVE TRAIL

MARKING PROJECT

Leader: OHG Cave Management
Committee, Jonathan B. Beard
# participants: average 5 per session

In 1986, Ozark Highlands Grotto gated
this cave to protect human footprints, torch
remains, 22 bear denning beds, countless
bear and cougar tracks (all of which are
prehistoric) and pristine speleothems. The
only present-day entrance, a 50-foot pit
entrance, formed by collapse in 1985. As
cave managers, OHG is striving to mark a
narrow path through the cave to prevent
damage to prehistoric tracks. Flagging was
used at first, but cave beetles shredded this
material and spread it. Stakes with reflective
tape was then tried, but the cave moisture
caused the tape to fall off and fall victim to
the cave beetles. Rust-proof stakes with
ScotchLite reflective paint are currently being
installed every 25 feet to mark left and right
borders of the trail in this 5,000-foot cave.
Archaeologists and paleontologists are
welcome to conduct research in this cave,
one of only a few known caves in the U.S. to
house prehistoric human footprints.

GUADALUPE  MOUNTAINS RESTORATION

AND SURVEY PROJECT

Leader: Doug Feakes
#participants: 29

The 1998 annual OHG �Supertrip� to the
Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico was
centered on several projects to keep our
group busy with many hours of volunteer
work in Hidden Cave, Cave of the Madonna
and Cottonwood Cave in the Lincoln
National Forest. Two separate trips were
made into Hidden Cave; the first was on
October 17th, led by Eddie Simmons,
LaDawna Simmons, Travis Eastburn, Aaron
White, Todd Heintz, Greg Lane and Jack
Rosenkoetter. They began the cleaning of
mud-covered lilypads and associated
formations in the lower side of the cave. The
70-foot vertical drop into the cave made the
task of transporting the restoration gear,
especially 5-gallon jugs of water, a slow and
tedious process. The following day, October
18th, LaDawna led another group consisting
of Wayne Pierce, Carl Wagner, Doug Feakes,
Carl Thayer, Lisa Thayer and Kristen Eastburn
back into the cave to continue the work on
the large lilypads. After hours of carefully
cleaning muddy footprints off of the
formations, they took photographs of the
work that had been accomplished. Together,
these two trips put in 98 man-hours,
cleaning an area of approximately 175
square feet. Another project that OHG took
on was some survey work in Cave of the
Madonna. This cave is quite a bit harder to
get to than is Hidden and requires a hike of
several miles over some fairly rugged terrain.
On October 17th, Doug Feakes led Carl
Wagner, Wayne Pierce, Carl Thayer and Lisa
Thayer to the cave to sketch the E.T. Room,
to rig the ropes for both drops, and to
photodocument the trail markings in the
Wine Cellar. The next day, October 18th, Ed
Simmons led the second crew made up of
Todd Heintz, Lawrence Ireland,Travis
Eastburn and Jon Beard. Their purpose was
to place a register at the bottom of Deans
Drop to record those that visit this ornate
area of the cave. While there, some minor
work was done to straighten misplaced trail
flagging and to remove a few misplaced
footprints and to photodocument the cave.
On the way out, they had the pleasure of de-
rigging and packing the ropes back to camp.
Both of these Madonna trips took a little over
20 hours for a total of 200 man-hours.

On October 17th, a trip to Cottonwood
Cave was led by its survey director, John
Lyles. Along with sketcher Jon Beard,
instrument and tape holders Lawrence
Ireland and Dave Muscato, they surveyed
some 95 feet in two dead-end passages
within the �Wonderland� section of the cave.
One constricted, gypsum-lined solutional
passage ended in a breakdown chamber,
whereas another  involved very tight
constrictions through breakdown-

determined crawls.
OHG reports were submitted by

Jonathan Beard and Carl Thayer

Missouri Caves & Karst
Conservancy

SARCOXIE CAVE GATING PROJECT

Leader: Jonathan B. Beard, MCKC Vice-
President
#participants: 5

On April 11th and 18th, 1998, a pre-
fabricated stainless steel gate was installed
in the entrance passage of Sarcoxie Cave of
Jasper County, Missouri, one of the first
documented habitats of the endangered
Ozark cavefish (Amblyopsis rosae). Richard
Thompson, an MCKC and OHG caver
working for Springfield Steel Products,
acquired donated material and welded and
installed the gate designed by Jonathan
Beard, Leo Thompson and himself. Also
assisting were MCKC secretary and editor
Dwight Weaver, Rosie Weaver and Ozark
Regional Land Trust director Gregg
Galbraith. The gate uses a locking sliding
bar and a swinging vertical bar housed in a
grease-packed boot, anchored in concrete
footing in the 3-foot high by 3-foot wide
entrance passage. The cave is owned by the
O.R.L.T. and is co-managed by the MCKC.
Future plans include a biological inventory
and mapping.

SKAGGS CAVE ENTRANCE

RESTORATION PROJECT

Leaders: Don Toole, cave manager and
MCKC President; Jonathan B. Beard,
project leader
#participants: 12+

Beginning on November 21st, several
MCKC members began the restoration of the
entrance area of Skaggs Cave, Pulaski
County, Missouri, owned by the MCKC.
Juniper trees were planted in front of the
entrance to help in making it less obvious
from the nearby road and to help beautify
the area just outside. Access to this 5,895-
foot cave is possible by way of a permit
system. A rock-lined trail was defined in the
entrance area of the cave to encourage
visitors to use it and not contribute to the
quagmire that has developed. Future plans
are to redefine and restore the cave stream
and to restore a trampled rimstone terrace,
also located in the entrance area. Also
planned are continuation of biological and
geological inventorying of this popular cave,
gated by the Mississippi Valley Ozark Region
in 1990 using a unique spider web design.

MCKC reports were submitted by
Jonathan Beard.
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Northern Arizona Grotto
 I would like to take this opportunity to

list a few of the accomplishments of Northern
Arizona Grotto over the past year, and to
thank those officers and members who have
contributed to making this Grotto a success.

Last spring NAG assisted Grand Canyon
National Park personnel in the restoration
of Rampart Cave, damaged by fire in the
1970s, by removing old plastic tarps, burned
timbers, repairing and welding the gate, and
hauling the debris by barge down the
Colorado River over a three-day period.

This past summer, NAG signed a
�Memorandum of Understanding� with the
Prescott National Forest. This agreement
capped over a year of negotiations with
Forest Service officials and officers of NAG.
The agreement opens the door to mutual
projects involving cave conservation. A
similar agreement is being planned with
Coconino National Forest.

NAG also has been involved in
discussions with the United States
Department of the Interior, National Park
Service, Grand Canyon National Park, and
is nearing completion of a �Cooperative
Agreement� that will involve NAG, (as the
Arizona Caver Coordinator) for future GCNP
cave projects.

Early last summer, NAG sponsored and
hosted an Arizona Regional Association
cleanup of Dante�s Descent, a three hundred
foot pit, littered with one hundred thirty six
tires and rims, a truck body and frame, miles
of barbed wire and other assorted items. [Ed.
See following article by Taran Doty for more
information]. A �reeving highline� was
rigged for the purpose and worked very well.
The effort involved 56 cavers from several
states, who removed 6,500 pounds of debris
from the pit, and led to the caving community
receiving the annual Pride in Arizona
Governor�s Award for a conservation effort.

 DANTE’S DESCENT CLEANUP

Over the weekend of April 18 and 19,
1998, members of local NSS grottos
performed a large-scale cleanup at Dante�s
Descent, a 275-foot pit in northern Arizona.
Through the years, the pit had been used as
a trash dump for refuse, including used tires,
barbed wire, and the frame and cab portion
of a truck.

Participating grottos included Northern
Arizona Grotto (NAG), Central Arizona
Grotto, Escabrosa Grotto Inc, and Southern
Nevada Grotto. The Arizona Regional
Association event was organized by NAG
with coordination between the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality and
the Arizona State Land Department.

Keep Off The Grass
 by Paul Steward

March has arrived and spring is close at
hand. The trees are starting to bud and spring
bulbs should soon be pushing up through
the hard soil. Life is renewing itself after a
long, cold winter. Also with the arrival of
spring, one of my pet peeves comes bubbling
to the surface. Across the neighborhood, the
lawns become dotted with small green and
white flags warning us of �Pesticide Treated
Area.� And so starts the war against Mother
Nature. Unfortunately, birds, animals, and
small children cannot read the signs. So, at a
very young age my children must be taught
the politics of lawn care and avoid playing
on treated lawns. The sidewalks become
dusted with white and yellow pellets,
crunching underfoot, sticking in the soles of
our shoes and brought into the house. Even
the air smells tainted as you walk past these
houses. Did you ever stop and think what
happens to the birds that eat the poisoned
bugs and seeds, the rabbits that eat the grass,
and the dogs and cats that clean themselves
after walking on the treated lawns? How
about the children that play and fall on these
lawns? Sure, your lawn will look greener than
mine, but at what cost? The rains wash the
chemicals into the storm drains and into the
streams and rivers, slowly seeping into the
underground aquifers, and finally into�you
guessed it�the caves. Who knows how
many fish are killed along the way in this
chemical river of death? Cave conservation
does not start at the entrance to the cave. It
starts on the surface. Don�t talk about cave
conservation when you�re spreading
chemicals across your lawn. What�s wrong
with a few yellow dandelions, a patch of
crabgrass here or there, or some white clover
flowers in your yard? Come February, all the
yards will look the same anyway and you�ll
have to start all over again in the spring. So,
this summer do us all a favor�let Mother
Nature take over. It works quite well.

money with a more realistic chance of success.
We should have the 501.c.3 by early
summer. Grant money will help us achieve
some of the conservation projects planned
for the future.

The year also saw the signing on of new
members who have been exemplary in their
attendance of events and functions and all
around helpfulness.

In our two years of existence, this Grotto
has been fortunate to have officers and
members who have devoted a great deal of
time and energy in establishing a good
working relationship with the State of
Arizona, the USFS and the NPS. The
cooperative agreements we sign with them
will lead to exploration, monitoring and
research avenues that would not have been
possible a short time ago. We hope to keep
the momentum going that will lead us to
even greater endeavors in the future.

Robert Bellospirito
Chairman, NAG, NSS# 38075

Eleven NAG members were the first to
produce $6,500.00 in volunteer time to the
Guadalupe Ranger District, Lincoln National
Forest, New Mexico for a restoration trip to
the high Guads this past summer as part of
the $100,000 in volunteer time negotiated
with the USFS over the cave fee issue.

The Grotto has applied for a 501.c.3, (non
profit, tax exempt corporation) that will
enable the Grotto to vigorously pursue grant

To remove the trash from the pit, a
�reeving highline� haul system was
constructed, consisting of a wire cable
stretched across the diameter of the pit and a
series of pulleys and haul lines that
terminated in a forty yard rolloff container
supplied by Arizona Land Department.  The
coordination of personnel in and around
the pit was achieved through the use of
radios.

The haul system was found to be very
efficient, allowing the removal of over 6,500
pounds of refuse, including 136 tires in only
one day!

Recently, the Grottos involved were
honored with a Governor�s Award for
Environmental Volunteerism.

Taran Doty, NSS 44128
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A tire comes out of the pit on the highline

Dante’s Descent
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The Louisville Grotto has recently
purchased the property containing Lone Star
Saltpeter Cave in northern Hart County
Kentucky. To be known as the Lone Star
Preserve, the 67 acre tract also has other
caves, and it is hoped the primitive site can
be developed as a permanent Speleofest site.
It is centrally located in cave country with
caves being located in all directions from the
preserve. That way, caves used for Speleofest
could be used approximately every four
years to prevent wearing out the cavers�
welcome to certain property owners.
Speleofest  has been hosted by the grotto
over Memorial Day weekend for 27 years
and is the primary fund raiser for the grotto;
funds from previous Speleofests provided a
substantial down payment on the land.  A
Lone Star Preserve Committee has been
established by the grotto and the committee
has prepared a mission statement for
managing the preserve both above and
below ground. It is the desire of the group to
develop the land to promote the preserve as
a place for community education on cave
ecosystems and the historical significance of
caves on the property.

Lone Star Cave itself has been
used in the past as a mushroom
farm, a source of saltpeter for the
Civil War and possibly other time
periods. There are Civil War era
signatures in the large room of the
cave. Also it appears the 50 feet
wide by 15-feet high entrance was
used by prehistoric Indians as a
shelter and campsite, as many flint
chips can be found. The site is in the process
of being designated an archaeological
location with the state of Kentucky.
Donations are actively being sought to
reduce the debt as soon as possible. The
Louisville Grotto is established as a non-
profit organization, so all contributions are
tax deductible. Avenues for grant money are
also being pursued. Checks should be
payable to the Louisville Grotto and sent to
Lone Star Preserve, P.O. Box 408, Upton,
KY 42784. The grotto website,
www.caves.org/grotto/louisvillegrotto/, is
being updated with information on the Lone
Star Preserve property. According to the level
of contribution, various thank you items such
as caps and t-shirts are offered. Work days
are being scheduled intermittently.

The Preserve can be visited any time by
grotto members and their guests. Much work
remains to be done: clearing of brush, bush
hogging, flagging boundaries, investigating
the terrain for roads and camping spots.
Outhouses and shelter will have to be built
or acquired, parking areas established, and
caves mapped and explored! Contact any
Louisville Grotto member if you would like
to visit or help with the project. The Lone
Star Preserve Committee has set a goal of
having the site readied for Speleofest in four
years.

Thanks for help in gathering information
on this article to Paula Mitchell-Glore, Bill
Napper and J. Pat Stephens, all of the
Louisville Grotto.

Louisville Grotto Purchases Cave and 67 Acres
 by John Benton   NSS 10689
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Over the years some twenty-five states
have enacted state cave protection laws.
Twenty-two of them are still in force (see
Table 1, Huppert, 1995).  In addition, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the
Cherokee Nation (a duplicate of the
Oklahoma Act of 1967) have specific cave
protection legislation passed in 1985 and
1987 respectively.

 States with cave protection acts in
force are: Alabama (1988); Arizona (1977);
Arkansas  (1989); California (1976); Florida
(1980); Georgia (1977); Idaho (1982);
Illinois (1985); Indiana (1983); Kentucky
(1988); Maryland (1978); Missouri (1980);
Montana (1993); New Mexico (1981); North
Carolina (1987); Ohio (1988); Oklahoma
(1967); Pennsylvania (1990); Tennessee
(1991); Texas (1979); Virginia (1978); West
Virginia (1977).

Some states explicitly protect caves as
archaeological, paleontological, or historic
sites.  Nevada passed what is perhaps the
strongest of these laws in 1959. The Nevada
law specifically protects caves as unique
geological and speleological sites. Numerous
other laws at all levels can be used to protect
caves if the will for enforcement is there.

The three states that no longer have cave
protection acts are: Colorado (which
apparently had the first cave protection
legislation passed in 1883, though very
weak), South Dakota, and Wyoming. These
acts were repealed when, as many states do,
the various legislatures reviewed state laws
in order to eliminate those laws that they
considered outdated and/or useless.
Apparently there were no supporters of cave
protection present to speak for retaining the
laws. Although state legislatures rarely
advertise when they are going to hold a
�clean-up� session, cavers do need to be
aware that this happens. Therefore, on-going
communication with state representatives to
remind them of the importance of cave
protection is a continual responsibility in all
states with speleological resources.

With the exception of Oklahoma�s 1967
Act, all state cave protection laws were passed
from 1976 to 1993, the seventeen �glory
years� of state cave protection legislation.
This activity coincides with the great rise in
awareness of environmental problems in
caves and efforts of organized cavers to
protect sensitive caves. Groups such as the
NSS, CRF and the ACCA rose to the

State Cave Protection Laws. . .Where Next?
by George N. Huppert

Department of Geography and Earth Science, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse  54601

challenge of moving protection acts through
the various state legislatures. They were
largely successful. Reading the acts from the
earliest to those passed later, one notices
that they became generally more stringent
and more inclusive (of resources) as one
group of supporters learned from the
successes and failures of earlier groups.
During this same period, mainline con-
servation groups such as The Nature
Conservancy added their considerable
support to cave protection, and the Federal
Cave Resources Protection Act was passed.
There may never be such a dramatic change
in cave protection again.

So where to go from here? It is not time to
praise ourselves on previous accomplish-
ments. Many of the earlier laws need to be
strengthened and made more inclusive of
all the factors at work in the cave
environment. Archaeological and historical
remains are often overlooked in cave laws,
which focused on the �natural environment.�
Cavers in states with existing laws should be
reviewing those laws with an eye for
improvement through specific amendments.

Another significant need is to continue to
educate the police, prosecutors, and judges
that caves are significant and worthy of the
time and expense that it takes to process
violators through the system. Often caves
are not considered valuable enough to go
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through the effort to investigate crimes and/
or apply justice. After all, they are �just dirty
holes in the ground full of nasty bats and
snakes, besides we have real crimes to deal
with� is often the common lament one hears.
This is a difficult argument to win, as it is
hard to compare cave vandalism and other
problems to murder, rape, or other violent
crimes, especially during times of short
budgets, too few personnel, and over-
committed court venues. However, this
comparison does not have to be made and
one should not try to do so. Courts
commonly punish the lesser crimes of petty
vandalism and such. Certainly caves deserve
similar consideration. Changes are
happening as cavers in many of these states
are working hard to educate the courts and
the public on the values of caves. The success
of Bat Conservation International shows that
there can be a positive payoff for hard work.
However, this education is often best done
with small groups or on a one-on-one basis.

Which states could make use of new cave
protection laws? I feel the state most in need

of a cave protection law is Hawaii. The
speleological importance of the state is being
rapidly discovered. Unfortunately,
development is also rapid. These forces are
in direct conflict. Complicating the matter is
the fact that many of the caves in Hawaii also
have tremendous archaeological significance.

The caves of Alaska, especially in the
southeastern part of the state, are taking on
global significance as they are being
explored. Many Western states are lacking
needed laws, such as Wyoming and
Colorado. Utah could be included in the list,
but because an incredible amount of Utah is
controlled by the federal government
(around 80%), one would think that federal
laws would suffice in that state.  This is
somewhat true for some other Western states.

In the Midwest and Plains states, South
Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa lead the list as
needing legislation. In the East and
Southeast, differences are less apparent
between most states needing legislation;
however, New York certainly stands out as
needing a law.

One other little-known place needs
mention. The caves of Guam are now
receiving interesting investigation. It appears
they are significant and are deserving of
protective legislation.

The relative merit of one state versus
another in this discussion is largely
subjective, because the most important factor
is the need to develop a core of committed
supporters of cave protection, combined with
one or more caves identified as worthy of
the effort. The work of getting a law passed
is largely local in nature. Once local cavers
and environmentalists get started, then
supportive help can be offered by national
organizations. Hopefully, I did not forget
someone�s favorite caving state, as this
reflects only my opinion and I�m willing to
be educated.

REFERENCE
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NSS action opposing USDA Forest
Service cave fees eventually resulted in
compromise and agreement. During the past
two years, cavers fought the Fee
Demonstration Project. The US Congress
initiated Fee Demo early in this decade,
suggesting that federal agencies try to collect
more fees for recreational opportunities on
public lands. Unfortunately, cave programs
from Region 3 of the Forest Service
(Southwestern US, specifically Arizona and
New Mexico) were submitted and selected
for the Fee Demo program. Through
persistent efforts of NSS members and Forest
Service officials, the Cave Fee Demo has
been tabled and cavers have agreed to help
monitor and maintain the caves through
increased volunteerism and development of
a prototype Volunteer Value Program.

FEE DEMO PROJECTS CAN FAIL

Across the nation, many recreational fee
projects on federal lands are thriving because
users have accepted the so-called federal
mandate to charge for access. Today, as a
result of Fee Demo, federal land managing
agencies are collecting dollars from
Americans for everything from full-service
campgrounds to road-side parking spots;
from driving down used-to-be-no-fee public
roads through federal lands to hiking through
used-to-be-free wilderness areas. For details,
search the web on Fee Demo. Where
constituents and land users have not voiced
adequate opposition, fees are collected.
Remember, these are merely Demonstration
Projects and they can fail. Programs can fail

Fee Demo Compromise Achieved: Volunteer Action Succeeds
Val Hildreth-Werker & Jim C. Werker
to be cost-effective; can be detrimental to
natural resources; or can fail to benefit the
public. Federal agencies can drop fee demo
programs. In some areas, public comment,
letter campaigns, and consistent action have
reduced the success of Fee Demo.

The proposed Cave Fee Demo for FS
Region 3 was shown to lack cost-
effectiveness and be potentially detrimental
to non-renewable underground resources.
Yes, the cave programs need more funding.
Yes, the Fee Demo Project promised that
most of the funds would be used for cave
programs�at least during the first three years
of the demo�but realistically, these fees
become federal funds and can eventually
be pulled from the programs that generate
them. (For an example of how federal funds
are funneled, ask about entrance fees at
National Parks. Most of that revenue goes
directly to the General Fund that supports
all sorts of federal funding. Only proceeds
from donation boxes located in visitor centers
go back, 100%, into Park programs.)

Another major objection for inclusion of
caves in Fee Demo is adver tising.
Participation in the Fee Demo Project
requires that marketing strategies be initiated
to advertise the fee site (or cave adventure)
as a recreational resource. Marketing wild
cave trips suggests increased visitation, greed
if fee-sites become popular, liability
questions, and eventual implementation of
outfitter-guide services. Most cave resources
are non-renewable and cannot be replaced.
We have all seen cave resources destroyed
through ignorance, inadvertence, or overuse.

Because of marketing requirements, Fee
Demo can be interpreted as being contrary
to the Federal Cave Resources Protection
Act that was passed by Congress in 1988 to
protect caves and their contents. We should
never allow undeveloped caves to be
marketed as recreational resources.

Persistent resistance to cave fees
convinced the Forest Service of our
conviction about taking care of the caves.
NSS President Fred Wefer appointed Ray
Keeler to chair a temporary NSS Ad Hoc
Cave Fees Committee, comprised of cavers
from Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.
Concerned interaction with the Forest Service
proved our commitment to find better
solutions than Fee Demo offered. Cavers
offered increased volunteer assistance for
improved cave management and together,
the NSS and the FS developed a Volunteer
Value program.

VOLUNTEER VALUE DEFINED:
AGREEMENT SIGNED

Forest Service Region 3 agreed to set aside
cave fee demonstration projects if cavers
could make significant in-kind volunteer
contributions. Cavers agreed to contribute
at least $100,000 in Volunteer Value to the
Region 3 cave programs. Work projects were
initiated. Cavers were volunteering.

But there was no agreement in place to
determine how Volunteer Value would be
calculated or tallied. Jim Werker and Val
Hildreth-Werker, Co-Directors for NSS
Resource Protection and Preservation,
collected data from previous cost-share
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agreements, volunteer projects, NSS Ad Hoc
Cave Fees Committee e-mail discussions, FS
volunteer programs, and federal agency
guidelines, and presented a draft proposal
to the Forest Service at the Sewanee
Convention. Jim Miller, Dispersed
Recreation Program Manager for the USDA
Forest Service in Washington, D.C.,
suggested additions and edits. The
document was reviewed and approved by
Jim Miller; Jerry Trout, FS National & Region
3 Coordinator/Cave Resources; Fred Wefer,
NSS President; and Doug Medville, NSS

Administrative VP. The agree-ment defines
the monetary value of volunteer efforts.

GENERIC VOLUNTEER VALUE FORMS

In order to calculate Volunteer Value, three
simple forms have been designed for
recording caver contributions. These generic
forms follow the guidelines set forth in the
agreement and should be used for
documenting in-kind volunteer labor,
expertise, and contributions for any cave
project. These forms can be used to
document Volunteer Value for all cave

projects, anywhere�Volunteer Value
represents huge contributions to caves on
private, state, and federal lands. The forms
will facilitate design of a national database
to handle volunteer information that will be
included in the proposed NSS Annual
Report. Forms can be requested from Val
Hildreth-Werker, PO Box 1018, Tijeras, NM
87059-1018, phone 505.286.0148 or via
e-mail at werks@worldnet.att.net or from the
NSS Cave Conservation & Management
Section Web Site, http://www.caves.org/
section/ccms/

There was a meeting in Charleston, West
Virginia on Tuesday, October 22, 1998,
between the caving community and the West
Virginia Division of Highways. Thirteen
people attended this meeting�two DOH
personnel, five consultants, and six cavers.
Bill Balfour, Dave Cowan, Carroll Bassett,
Chuck Frostick, Bob Handley, and myself
represented the cavers, principally through
the West Virginia Speleological Survey and
the West Virginia Cave Conservancy.

Our concern was the proposed four-lane
U.S. 219 upgrade planned for southern
Greenbrier County and Monroe County.
First and foremost discussed was Organ
Cave and Foxhole #1, which are very
shallow caves that lie dead in the path of the
proposed highway. We had previously
solicited the caving community to write letters
on behalf of these two caves, and the DOH
and their consultants were thus very
concerned at this meeting about the caves.
Their first priority was to move the highway
off the two cave systems. Alternatives that
involved crossing the cave were briefly
discussed, but the Highways people were
not interested in these proposals. They
wanted to move the highway east and off
the karst (and they had already plotted a
part of the this route on one of their maps),
or they wanted to move the highway west
and entirely off the cave.

We thus discussed two routes that would
go around the Organ Cave System. No final
proposal was agreed upon, as it was obvious
that the Highways people were only
collecting information. They repeatedly
asked us what route we would feel the most
comfortable with, and we specified an eastern
off-the-karst highway. We also explained our
concerns regarding contamination to the
upstream sections of Organ�s long stream
passages from such an eastern highway.  A
disk of Organ�s and Foxhole�s station-
location data was provided to them. We
explained what an unique jewel Organ is,
how a cave is surveyed, and the limitations

of such a survey.
This eastern route will most likely depart

from the present highway a mile or two south
of the Organ Cave crossroads. It will turn
west at a location north of Organ Cave and
rejoin the present 219 south of Ronceverte.
It will not affect Lewis Cave or Solomon
Blowhole, nor does it appear to affect Cricket
or Hellems Caves.

We also discussed Monroe County�s
Destitute Cave, which is a great deal longer
than we originally thought, and which the
present highway crosses twice at about the
Greenbrier-Monroe  County line.  This cave
is located deeper underground than Organ
and is less of a concern; however, there is
one area near the present highway that is
close to the surface and was probably an
old entrance.  We promised the Highways
people a copy of Destitute�s data.

The western alternative discussed will
pass near�but not that near�Dickson
Spring.  It should not affect that resurgence.
This alternative will pass a further distance
from Haynes Cave and, although we are
certain that that cave is not threatened, we
promised Highways a copy of the Haynes
data (this, as it turns out, is not in electronic
form and could not be delivered). Scott
Hollow, Acme, and Windy Mouth are way
too far to the west of this proposed route to
be threatened.

The highway may also pass east or west
of Lewisburg.  East equals off the karst, but
there is also an area to the west that is
relatively devoid of caves�so nothing
appears a problem here.  We showed the
Highways people where Lost World and
Bullet Cave are located, and Bill proposed a
possible route between Wades and
Benedict�s Cave.  Maxwelton is a very deep
cave and should not be affected.

We attempted to briefly discuss the route
possibilities north of Maxwelton, but the
Highways consultants said that �this highway
will not be constructed in our lifetimes��
thus they would not discuss this.  Bill also

delineated where the limestone outcrops
were located in the Monroe and southern
Greenbrier County area, and he showed
them a small water cave south of Union that
might be affected.

The bottom line regarding Organ Cave
and Foxhole is that I feel the letter-writing
did some good. The Highways personnel
and their consultants seemed very interested
in hearing what we had to say and in
protecting the caves.  l feel they understand
the significance of the Organ Cave System
and the negative impact (both financial and
environmental) of damaging the cave system.
I feel we may have circumvented a serious
problem, and I hope we have opened a line
of communication.  The Highways people
told us that no money is budgeted for
highway construction at this time, and that
the road work would thus not start any time
soon�however, this is a fact that can change
at an instant�s notice.

In late 1998, Highways hosted two public
meetings (one in Elkins and one in
Martinton) to discuss the possibility of an
upgraded 219 in central and northern
Greenbrier, Pocahontas, Randolph, Tucker,
and Preston counties�so the construction
of this northern highway is not as far off as
we were told.  However, these meetings did
not discuss the precise routes and mechanics
of any new highway, but were designed to
determine if there is a need for a new road
north of Lewisburg.  Persons from the West
Virginia Cave Conservancy attended the
Marlinton meeting, and the West Virginia
Speleological Survey responded in writing�
mostly to again offer our information to
Highways.

The bottom line is that the threat to Organ
and Foxhole caves appears to be averted at
this time.  We will try to keep the caving
community informed of any new
developments.

As for those of you wrote letters on behalf
of the caves, we really appreciate your effort,
and it may have been this effort that made
the difference in this frightening situation.
THANK YOU!!!

Organ Cave and the Upgrade to U.S. 219
by George Dasher
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WEB SITE � The official Convention �99
web page is up and running on the NSS
Server. The URL is http://www.caves.org/
nss99. All of the information presented here
and in future issues of the News is or will be
posted there. The site is being updated
weekly and sometimes even daily, so please
keep checking back. If you see a mistake on
the page or you would like to see something
added, contact Sam Lair, NSS #42779,
sideways@aol.com.

PRE-REGISTRATION DEADLINE �
Because of the delay in getting information
out to the membership the last day for pre-
registration has been extended to June 1,
1999. Any registration postmarked before
that date will receive all the discounts and
special incentives offered.

JSS � A full week of activities is being
planned which may include whitewater raft
trips, mountain bike rides, glass bottom boat
trips, hot springs, vertical training, and of
course, caving. If you have any ideas or

the area. The closest are just four miles away
on the west end of Twin Falls. Others are
located on the far side of Twin Falls and are
just eight to ten miles away. The B&Bs are
scattered throughout the greater Magic Valley
up to 30 miles away. The Convention Web
Site contains addresses, phone numbers, and
description of many of these.

The 1999 NSS Convention, July 12-16, Filer, Idaho

suggestions please contact Rick Bowersox,
NSS #19885, lavabeds@aol.com.

DAY CARE � Because of Idaho�s strict
laws governing day care facilities we have
been unable to find anyone willing to run a
day care during Convention. If anyone has
any ideas or suggestions to help in this area,
please contact David W. Kesner, NSS
#28258, drdave@micron.net. Also be
aware that the JSS is not a day care and
should not be used as one, although having
your kids participate in the activities will give
you some needed time away.

PRE AND POST TRIPS � The 99
Convention is not directly responsible for
any pre or post trips. We are providing a
central clearinghouse on our web page to
let people know who is offering trips and
what they are. If you are willing to lead a trip
or host a camp please contact Sam Lair, NSS
#42779, sideways@aol.com, so it can be
posted on the web page.

WHERE TO STAY � For those whose
choose not to camp at the Twin Falls County
Fairgrounds there are many options for
hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts in

COVENTION STAFF
Chair: David W. Kesner, NSS #28258, drdave@micron.net
Co-Chair: Mike Backe, NSS #18670, mikebacke@rmci.net
Treasurer: Peggy Kesner, NSS #28259, pegasusk@micron,net
Registration: Jennifer Dorman, NSS #41464, idcaver@micron.net
Web Master: Sam Lair, NSS #42779, sideways@aol.com
Program: Hal Smith, NSS #33661, hallu@utah-inter.net
Facilities: Jim Hathorn, NSS #21829, hathorn@rmci.net
Campground: Eric Zechmann, NSS #41465, ezcaver@aol.com
School: John Jones, NSS #43864, john_jones@globalcenter.net
Publications: Ken Storey, NSS #23320, kstorey@athens.net
Guide Book: Tom Kline, NSS #23455, tckline@iccom.com
Social: Charlie Wilkerson, NSS #36638, cavedvr@micron.net
Vendors: Michelle Groothof, NSS #43865, mgroothof@idahopower.com
First Aid: Chuck Acklin, NSS #27465, cma@gameofwork.com
Security: Rodney Mulder, NSS #36596, caveman@burgoyne.com
Cave Trips: Val Schmidt, NSS #45636, valnomo@aol.com
SpeleoArt: Julie Backe, NSS #46120, juliebacke@rmci.net
Logistics: Brian Hagen, NSS #20067, bhagen@micron.net
Auction: Janis Bulkeley, NSS #45120, jbulkeley@sisna.com
Geo. Field Trip: Mike Backe, NSS #18670, mikebacke@rmci.net
A/V Equip.: Terry Shannon, NSS #23325, tshannon@micron.net
NSS Bookstore: Richard Downey, NSS #40910, rldowney@ci.orem.ut.us
Advertising: Peter Ruplinger, PK-IS-OK@integrityonline3.com
Spa: Russ Whale, NSS #23448, rwhale9@aol.com
JSS: Rick Bowersox, NSS #19885, lavabeds@aol.com

Perrine Bridge over the Snake River –
As you enter Twin Falls from I-84

Twin Falls County Fairgrounds
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In 1998 the NSS Cartographic Salon was
given an overhaul, in an attempt to create
fairness and increase the breadth of maps
that could be entered and judged in this
salon. I�d like to thank Don Coons for
initiating this change, which I hope causes
the cartographic salon to evolve into a fair
and exciting event for cave cartographers
within the US. In line with this, as the Salon
Chair in 1999, I am attempting to follow
Don�s lead with a few modifications of my
own. These changes are based on
discussions with prominent cartographers in
the society over the last few months.

In past years, the salon has developed a
standard format which I have sensed some
folks becoming frustrated with. In particular
this frustration appears in novice
cartographers, the very people which the
Cartographic Salon is aimed to encourage.
As established cartographers we therefore
asked ourselves these simple questions:
What is the aim of the cartographic salon? Is
it to encourage beginner cartographers, to
teach and exchange techniques, to
encourage new ideas? Or is it simply to pat
established cartographers on the back? I have
observed established cartographers
submitting their maps year after year, while
novice cartographers enter once and get
discouraged because despite their many
hours of work, they receive no recognition�
and are never to be seen again.

My changes are an attempt to be more
nurturing, while at the same time

encouraging the established cartographers
to avoid becoming complacent and continue
to push the boundaries of cave cartography
in this country. Whatever happens, my hope
is that the salon will continue to evolve over
the next few years and a solution will be
found by trial and error.

Here are the categories for the 1999 NSS
Cartographic Salon in Idaho Falls. Please
submit your maps to me accordingly. If you
have any questions regarding what category
you qualify for, or how to submit maps,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

JSS Section: Once again, in Idaho there
will be a JSS Section. This section aims to
encourage young cavers to experiment with
cartography. All entrants must be under 18
years of age. There will be no limit on awards,
and while no medal will be awarded, an
overall winner will receive a $50 vendor gift-
certificate.

Open/Main Salon: This year the salon
will be divided into three categories. The
aim of these categories is to promote fairer
competition between cartographers of
different skill levels and encourage
individuals to achieve higher standards in
their particular group. Entrants may not
compete in categories below their experience
(e.g. a medal winner may not compete in
the Novice category); however, entrants may
compete in higher experience levels if they
so wish (e.g. someone who has never
entered before but believes s/he can compete
at the Master/Professional level is free to do

The Evolution of the NSS Cartographic Salon
by Hazel Barton

CALL  FOR CONTRIBUTIONS-SPECIAL

VULCANOLOGY  SESSION

During the 1999 National Speleological
Convention July 12-16th in Filler, Idaho, a
Special Session is planned to cover concepts
and exploration results in the rapidly
developing field of Vulcanospeleology.

The session will start with lunch, Monday
the 12th. The afternoon session will be
opened by a keynote speaker, tentatively Dr.
Ron Greeley from the Arizona State
University and one of the most eminent
planetologists and cavers. The rest of the
afternoon will be devoted to theme-
contributions,  reviewing specific aspects of
vulcanospeleology. In the evening there is
the Howdy Party during which Peter Fonda�s
�Idaho Transit� will be screened, a cult SF
film featuring the lava landscape of Idaho�s
Crater of the Moon National Park. The
morning session on Tuesday, the 13th of
July, will be devoted to oral open topic
presentations, covering recent discoveries of
lava cave research. Posters can be displayed
during the Geology &Geography Poster
Session on Monday morning.

so). The categories in the 1999 NSS
Cartographic Salon are divided as such:

Novice Cartographer has never entered,
or won an award in a previous cartographic
salon. There will be an unlimited number of
awards in the Novice section.

Experienced Cartographer has won a
green ribbon or better in a previous
cartographic salon. A maximum of five
Honorable Mentions and three Merit Awards
may be awarded.

Master/Professional Cartographer has
won 2 or more medals in previous
cartographic salons, or is considered a
professional cartographer. Only two
Honorable Mentions and one Merit Award
may be awarded.

Best of Show: One medal will still be
awarded for the map considered to be the
best in the salon. This award may be given
to any entrant in any category.

Criticism and suggestions are more than
welcome, in fact please... criticize, suggest!! I
don�t  know all the answers. What I do know
is that the cartographic salon has been the
most influential thing in my cartographic
career. Indeed, look at any of my maps and
you will see influences I acquired from the
maps I saw there, those of Paul Burger, Pat
Kambesis, Bob Richards, Mike Futrell, Tom
Spina, to name but a few! And the critiques...
oh the critiques, love them or hate them, we
all learn something.

Rod Horrocks will guide the salon
through the year 2000, and my suggestion
is to contact him with your suggestions and
ideas following the salon this year

Chairpersons: Dr. W.R. Halliday, Dr.
Stephan Kempe

Abstracts, not longer than 250 words,
should be directed prior to May 21st to Dr.
Stephan Kempe, Geological-Paleontological
Institute Techn. Univ. Darmstadt
Schnittspahnstr. 9 D-64807 Darmstadt
Germany email: kempe@bio.tu-
darmstadt.de Fax: 49 6151 16 6539 Tel.:
49 6151 16 2471

CALL  FOR GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

PAPERS:
The NSS Section of Cave Geology is

accepting abstracts of papers for presentation
at the Geology Session of the 1999 NSS
Convention, to be held in Filer, Idaho, from
12-16 July 1999. Abstracts should be no
more than 250 words in length (this limit
must be strictly met). In addition to the text,
the abstracts should contain the title of the
paper, and the name(s) and address(es) of
the author(s). The abstracts should be
informative summaries that include the
conclusions, and not lists of topics that
�...will be discussed.� Bibliographies and

references should not be given in the
abstracts. Papers may be submitted for either
oral presentation or as a poster.

Send any questions and your abstracts
by mail, e-mail, disk, or fax to: George Veni
11304 Candle Park San Antonio, Texas
78249-4421 210-558-4403 (phone and
fax, but you must call before faxing)
gveni@flash.net

The deadline for abstracts is 21 May
1999. Early submissions are encouraged.
Confirmation notes will be sent to everyone
sending an abstract. If you send abstracts or
inquiries during April, you may not get a
response until early May, because I may be
gone 2-4 weeks on an expedition.
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Glove Pit, by John Van Swearingen, won a green ribbon as a color slide in the 1998 NSS Slide Salon
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All kinds of trash ends up in caves that
are visited by the non-caving community.
Typical trash includes cans and bottles,
candles, magazines, sometimes even
mattresses. Most of these unsightly items are
often removed by members of caving
organizations or other conservation-minded
individuals. Frequently, used flashlight
batteries are also found in such refuse-strewn
caves, as well as less publicly known caves.
Such batteries can be easily removed, but
may leave behind some of their constituent
components, which include several heavy
metals.

As par t of the Texas Speleological
Associations Powell�s Cave Resurvey Project,
batteries were removed from the cave and
the sediment associated with such batteries
were analysed for ten heavy metals. These
results were compared to the heavy metal
content of sediments 0.3 meters away from
the batteries.

BACKGROUND

Powell�s Cave was discovered at an
undetermined time; however, graffiti
indicates visitation by 1916 (Veni 1994).
The cave was thought to be the location of
Jim Bowie�s lost silver mine and was likely
visited by treasure hunters searching for the
legendary silver. The story goes that Bowie
knew of a silver mine near Menard, Texas,
but became involved with the Texas war of
independence before he could work it
(Dobie 1978). Since he met his death at the
Alamo, he never had the chance to collect
his treasure. Cavers started surveying the
cave in the 1960s, but some treasure hunting
by locals continued (Veni 1994).

RESULTS

A total of 15 batteries were located and
removed from the cave. All were found in
the Entrance Maze and the Lower Crevice
portion of Powell�s Cave (See map in the
1994 NSS Convention Guidebook). Only
nine batteries appeared to be in the locations
where they were initially abandoned; the
others had been recently moved.  All of the
batteries analysed were encountered
around the Mushroom Rock. The sediment
from beneath these nine batteries and an
uncontaminated area 0.3 meters away were
collected for analysis.

The collected batteries were highly
corroded and only a few had intact labels.
Those without labels were determined to be
manufactured by Rayovac under the brand
name Eveready. According to Rayovac, the
batteries were produced around 1961 and
were labelled Aleak-proof. All were zinc-
carbon, D-cell batteries.

The analyses showed that the sediments
removed from below the batteries had

significantly higher concentrations of
cadmium, chromium, mercury, nickel and
zinc relative to the sediments from only 0.3
meters away. Cadmium was, on average,
about three times greater under batteries than
the reference sediments. Zinc averaged over
ten times higher in sediments under
batteries. However, the mercury readings
were of the greatest concern. One mercury
reading was 1000 times greater in the
sediment under a battery than sediment just
0.3 meters away. On average, mercury was
100 times greater under batteries. Nickel and
chromium readings were only slightly higher
in the sediments under batteries; although
the readings were statistically significant they
may not be pertinent.

DISCUSSION

Mercury and cadmium were important
ingredients in batteries until about 1990.
Newly manufactured flashlight batteries
(after 1990) have much lower mercury and
cadmium contents.

It is important to note that the zinc-carbon
batteries studied here had only 1/100th the
mercury of alkaline batteries produced
during the same time period. Therefore,
mercury and potentially cadmium readings
would likely have been higher if alkaline
batteries had been abandoned.

Nickel and chromium were never
important ingredients for batteries and the
higher readings under the batteries may be
coincidence or may be due to degradation
of battery labels, whose chemical contents
are not documented.

All of the batteries studied here were
collected from dry portions of Powell�s Cave.
The humidity is naturally very high and likely
caused the exterior corrosion on the
batteries. Since the batteries were located in
dry passages, the majority of the heavy

metals that may have escaped will likely be
contained in the immediate area of the
individual batteries. Most likely a 2.5 cm
circumference to a depth of 5 cm around the
battery will contain almost all of the metals
that may have leaked. In caves with periodic
flooding or standing water, this area may be
greater. In the case of flowing water, the
metals will likely be dispersed downstream
from the battery.

Although the metal readings under the
batteries were significantly higher than the
surrounding sediments, this does not imply
a human danger. Unless one was to eat the
sediment under abandoned batteries, the
human exposure is minimal at best.
However, heavy metals can have negative
impacts on the fauna present in caves, and
no one wants more metals in their drinking
water.

WHAT YOU CAN DO?
Collecting batteries should be done

cautiously and in dry caves should include
the sediment immediately below the
battery� a 2.5 cm (1 inch) circumference to
a depth of 5 cm (2 inches) should be
sufficient. One-quart freezer bags make
excellent collection bags, although any
sealable plastic bag or container would
work. Since you don�t want battery
ingredients on your hands, turn the bag
inside out and place your hand in the bag.
Pick up the battery through the bag and turn
the bag right side out. Collect the sediment
from around where the battery was resting
using same method or with a small shovel
or trowel. Seal the bag, and if you=re really
concerned about leakage, place the
collection bag with battery and sediment
inside in another freezer bag. Use common
sense: if a battery is hissing or hot to the
touch, mark it�s location and get it later.
Batteries can explode! Disposal is usually
provided by local landfills, or check with your
local solid waste department.
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Flashlight Battery Removal and Research at Powell�s Cave, Menard County, Texas.
by Kevin Thuesen, NSS # 31479

Example of lightly corroded battery
recovered from Powell’s Cave. Some of
the highest mercury and zinc readings
came from sediment below this 1960s-
era battery. Scale in cm.
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SETTING AND BRIEF HISTORY OF

LANGDON’S CAVE

      Langdon�s Cave is a popular cave in
the Harrison-Crawford State Forest, which
lies about 8 miles west of Corydon, Indiana.
It was surveyed in 1981 by Dave Black, Greg
McNamara and Ted Wilson to a length of
1,435 feet and a depth of 145 feet (Map of
Langdon�s Cave, Dave Black, 1981). The
cave was purchased by the State of Indiana,
probably between 1940-1960, from the
descendants of pioneer farmers. Because the
cave offers a fun and challenging trip for
cavers of all ages and skill levels and is near
a major road, it probably sees the most traffic
of any cave in the area. The cave also has
been the site of at least one major rescue in
the past 3 years and was also the site where
a man from the adjacent county tried to hide
his murdered wife�s body. Because of the
notoriety generated by these high-profile
incidents, the cave receives much traffic,
much of which is of an obviously negative
nature. Only because members of the
Harrison-Crawford Grotto have adopted the
cave and sponsor a clean-up there each year
does the cave stay in good condition.

A NORMAL CAVE TRIP GONE AWRY

On November 22, 1997, non-caver Julie
Bradshaw and myself ventured into the cave
on a tourist trip. As the trip began to draw to
a close, we were exiting the cave and
encountered six individuals who were non-
cavers carrying a lamp and flashlights for
light sources. The individuals� approximate
ages were 10, 12, 18, 21, 40, and 40. All
were males except for the 10 year-old girl.
The first individual we encountered was a
few hundred feet ahead of the group and
although he was quite friendly, he was
bragging how they had been knocking
hibernating bats off the walls and stomping
them. Shocked but not surprised, I concealed
my anger and decided to try diplomacy as a
means of stopping them from killing the bats.
We encountered the rest of the group about
350 feet south of the entrance and I began
making conversation with them. One
individual began bragging that he had
�stomped a bat� and that he had captured
one and was keeping it in his coat pocket
that was hanging on a rock projection nearby.
I began to explain facts on bats. I told all in
the group that bats were beneficial, that very
few actually carried rabies, and that many
are protected by federal laws. One member
of the group then jabbed, �are you a bat
expert or something?� It then became
obvious that the mood in the air was
changing from friendliness to standoff-
ishness. The group seemed to sum us up as

NSS Grants Indiana Caver $1000  Vandalism Deterrence Award: A Summary of the
Langdons Cave Vandalism Case

by Aaron Atz
snooty conservationists and condescending,
even though we were extremely polite under
the circumstances. During further
conversation with one of the 40 year-olds, I
mentioned that the Indiana DNR was
considering a cave permit system that would
require cave visitors to utilize a minimum of
recommended gear such as a hard hat with
light when caving. I also mentioned that such
occurrences as the murdered woman�s body
being deposited in the cave could result in
permanent closure of the cave. He replied
�Yeah...if there was a sign saying that the
cave was closed, I�d tear it down!� I started
to realize that nothing I would say would
change their minds or behaviors relating to
vandalism. As one of the children noticed a
bat on the wall and began to advance
towards it with the intent to kill it, I said
�remember, the bats are protected by federal
laws.� The oldest gentleman smirked and
shook his head and walked off. Disgusted,
Julie and I headed for the entrance. We
passed the coat that held the bat in the
pocket. The pocket was moving and the bat
inside was chirping. I put on a glove and
opened the pocket. A little brown bat climbed
out and flew deeper into the cave. We exited.
I then decided that legal action should be
taken. I drove two miles to the pay phone at
Wyandotte Woods State Recreation Area
(HC/Wyandotte Complex), and called the
Harrison County Sheriffs Department. I
requested a conservation officer to be
dispatched to the scene and was informed
that none were on duty. It was about
midnight. They informed me that they
would send county deputies to the scene. I
then expected that since the officers were
not specialized in environmental laws or
DNR regulations, and that since the vandals
might soon leave since I might report them,
that it was fruitless for me to stay at the scene.
Julie and I parted ways and I drove to my
home in Leavenworth. Around 12:30 a.m.
I received a phone call from the Harrison
County Sheriff�s dispatcher. She informed
me that a conservation officer was on the
scene at Langdon�s with other officers (!!!)
and that they requested my presence. I then
made the 20+ minute drive to the cave in
about eight minutes. I arrived on the scene
and blended into the shadows of the night
to see what was happening. Two county
officers armed with shotguns were escorting
the group, albeit in a non-threatening
manner. The conservation officer was also
leading them. To have such a positive
response from the officers was encouraging,
for my greatest fear was for them to not take
the situation seriously. The officers began to
interrogate the group. They all lied and

denied ever killing or seeing bats.
Conservation Officer Terry Allen saw me and
came over to ask me what I saw. I informed
him that although I had not witnessed
anyone kill any bats, I was pretty sure all
had participated and was certain that one
individual had killed bats, for he had openly
bragged about it. Officer Allen began to
concentrate on asking him and I ran into the
cave to produce evidence. I grabbed the first
bat I saw off the floor. It was injured but still
alive. (There were many more further in the
cave that were killed and bloody, but I did
not discover them until the next day). By the
time I emerged with the bat, Officer Allen
had the main suspect admitting that he had
stomped and killed bats. He then emptied a
bag of small cave formations that he had
removed from the cave. All individuals were
released and sent home. I was very
unsatisfied with this outcome, since all cave-
dwelling animals and naturally-occurring
rock and mineral formations are protected
by Indiana law.  I went home and pondered
what to do about the situation.

THE NEXT STAGE

By the next day I had copied the Indiana
cave laws (Indiana Code 35-43-1-3) and
printed a copy of my statement of what I
witnessed in the cave and delivered it to
Officer Allen�s house. He was not home. He
later called me to ask about the case. He
informed me that he was unaware that it
was a crime (as opposed to a civil infraction,
for example, a speeding ticket)  to injure or
kill cave-dwelling animals or remove cave
formations from a cave (Officer Allen had
recently been transferred from an urban state
park in  Indianapolis, Indiana where there
are virtually no caves within a 100 mile
radius. He was also a new officer and had
been an officer for less than a year. Therefore,
it is reasonable that he may not be familiar
with the cave laws).  Surprised, he told me
that he would get in touch with me at a later
date concerning the case. Within two weeks
a case was built against the �main�
perpetrator in the case, Robert Grant. He
was arrested on a Friday night by Indiana
Conservation Officers Kim Wolsiefer and
Terry Allen at his residence in Marengo,
Indiana. He spent the weekend in the
Harrison County Justice Center (jail) and
bailed out on Monday. The case came up
for prosecution in March of 1998. Grant was
sentenced to 40 hours of community service,
to serve four weekends in jail, and a small
fine. The outcome of this case is a clear victory
for cavers everywhere and will serve as a
high-profile deterrent for cave vandals, as it
made front-page news in two local papers.
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THE NSS GRANTS CAVE VANDALISM

DETERRENCE AWARD
In late December 1998, the Cave

Vandalism Deterrence Reward Commission
of the NSS voted to award me the sum of
$1000.00 for my effort in the arrest and
prosecution of Robert Grant, who was
prosecuted for cave vandalism. I had chosen
to donate part of the award to the Sullivan
Cave Acquisition Fund, but since that cave
has already been purchased, I have decided
to donate $100.00 to another worthy cave-
related cause that is currently undetermined.
The rest will go to paying for my tuition here
at Indiana University.

AFTERTHOUGHTS

It should be remembered that there was a
great deal of controversy surrounding the
case, partly because there was not an
immediate arrest made by the officers
involved. I believe that we  should look to
the positive aspects of the final outcome of

the case and give credit to those officers  for
their involvement in the case. I want it to be
known that Officer Terry Allen personally
apologized to me for any misunderstandings
that may have occurred involving the case. I
also wish to apologize to him here for any
misunderstandings on my part, as I feel  I am
responsible for many.

 IF YOU ENCOUNTER CAVE VANDALISM ...
If you are ever in a situation where you

encounter flagrant cave vandalism, do not
hesitate to act. Contact local conservation
officers or other specialized forestry-related
officers. If none are available, then contact
other police. Take pictures. Write down
license plate numbers. Compose
descriptions of the perpetrators. If safely
possible, mislead them to stay on the scene
until enforcement arrives. If you feel that you
do have a strong case, don�t let  the
perpetrators know your stance on cave
conservation, as they will be more likely to

flee or hide evidence of their acts. Be careful!
Those who enjoy destroying natural
resources are often not in a safe or prudent
state of mind and are potentially violent in
nature. And remember, some people don�t
fully realize the extent of their actions and
arrest or prosecution may not always be the
answer. Perhaps polite encouragement from
an experienced caver in a non-
condescending manner would be enough
to prevent future vandalism on their part.
After all, I do remember my first cave trip
several few years ago...I had never heard of
the NSS and did not know it was wrong to
carve my name in the mud. Many people
have never been exposed to the ethics of
caving and need to be taught. I hope this
article provides insight to those interested in
the case or preventing cave vandalism. If you
have any questions about my experience or
about advice in a vandalism incident, e-mail
me at �akatz@indiana.edu�.

Thanks to all who supported the case!

SCIENCE UNDER SIEGE: THE POLITICIANS�
WAR ON NATURE AND TRUTH
By Todd Wilkinson.  Johnson Books,
1998, 364 pp. Paperbound ISBN 1-
55566-211-0, $18.00. Available from
major speleo-book vendors.

This book by an environmental writer is
a series of accounts of conscientious
government employees who have tried to
protect the ecosystems in their care, and have
experienced politically-motivated obstruc-
tions or betrayals from higher-ups. The
best-known case, and first example here,
involves U.S. Forest Service employee Jeff
DeBonis, who became a whistle-blower
about destructive timbering practices. Others
dealing with threatened resources from
grizzly bears to frogs are profiled.

The chapter of special interest to us is
�Caveman Poet,� a 37-page biographical
sketch of cave-friend Ronal Kerbo, now
National Cave Specialist for the National Park
Service. As Wilkinson puts it, �no single
individual, with the possible exception of
Texas batman Merlin Tuttle, has done more
to elevate the emerging value of
subterranean wilderness into the con-
sciousness of ordinary Americans.�

Kerbo, unlike many in the book, has not
been betrayed by his own agency, and has
been more of an educator than a whistle-
blower. But he is a unique case: a
high-school-dropout, pseudo-redneck poet
who managed to get into a position where
one would expect a conventional college-
degreed career bureaucrat.  He has gone
through remarkable experiences in the
process of advancing protection of caves and

karst�initially Carlsbad Cavern and
Lechuguilla, subsequently others world-
wide.

He has inevitably clashed with special
interests in doing this. His style in dealing
with them is best shown by quotations from
the book:

Kerbo, to a staffer of NM Senator
Domenici who tried to shut him up about
threats from oil and gas drilling: �I think if
you don�t believe in the conservation of this
planet, then maybe you ought to go to
another one.�

About the anti-wilderness forces in the
Carlsbad area: �It was people who had
condominiums on their brains, the smell of
dead beef on their breaths, and the reek of
saddle leather between their thighs.�

On the uniqueness of wilderness quality
in caves, with the Spirit World discovery in
Carlsbad Cavern as an example: �It�s just
you and the natural world and nothing else,
even though you�re within two hundred feet
of a trail and nine hundred light fixtures.
When you�re here, you�re in as remote a
position as you might be on the dark side of
the moon; it�s just that simple.�

On exploration: �...why did we send
those guys to the moon?  We didn�t send
them there for the altruistic reasons we now
want to talk about. We sent them there
because we cannot suppress that urge within
our species to go beyond, as Lord Dunsany
said, �the fields that we know�...the only
people who do not believe in exploration
are those who are small in spirit.�

Told not to embarrass anti-Wilderness
Interior Secretary James Watt during a tour
of Carlsbad Cavern: �I told them he was quite

capable of doing that himself.�
Confronting a local minister who had

quoted scripture to criticize the federal
position on cave protection and wilderness:
�If I was going to be one of the meek that the
Bible says will inherit the earth, I�d be really
pissed off at what you did to my part of it.�

The opposition was sometimes nasty.
�The test of Kerbo�s courage escalated to its
ugliest moment. An angry rancher who
opposed protecting Lechuguilla and cave
wilderness approached him and, in front of
another witness, said the thought had
crossed his mind of �just getting my rifle,
filing down the firing pin, coming down to
the [Park Service] offices, and just opening
up on you bastards.�� This sort of thing did
put fear into Kerbo, and the stress harmed
his health.

Kerbo has had successes and failures.  His
stand helped inspire passage of the
Lechuguilla Cave Protection Act, and local
pressure to develop Lechuguilla Cave has
faded away. But official recognition of Cave
Wilderness as a special administrative
category has yet to happen. His most lasting
contribution may be raising the awareness
of people at many levels, where he succeeds
precisely because he is a poet, not a time-
serving functionary.  The depth of his feelings
comes across in a way that no by-the-book
bureaucrat can match. The most touching
example: �The rancher who earlier had
threatened his life approached Kerbo and
his wife in a store.  He turned to Kerbo�s wife
first: �You know, I threatened to kill your
husband once.� He then looked Kerbo in
the eye and added, �I�m sorry for what I did
because I didn�t know at the time what you
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were trying to do.  Now I know better.��  That
rancher is now a conservation activist
himself. Kerbo has made a difference!

Wilkinson makes only passing reference
to Jim Goodbar, Kerbo�s counterpart in the
Carlsbad BLM office, who might rate his own
section in such a book.

The chapter does have errors. About Park
Service policies, it claims: �Natural resource
professionals consciously decided to
sacrifice portions of the caves to tourism by
building an intrusive infrastructure replete
with electricity, elevators, a cafeteria, and
lighted asphalt pathways. As part of the
trade-off, the rest of the Carlsbad system�
including Lechuguilla�is closed to all but
the most experienced cavers and scientific
researchers...� In reality, those developments
were installed decades before the Service
had �natural resource professional�
planners in the modern sense, when such
�improvements� were taken for granted.
The managers of Carlsbad Cavern have tried
to remove the underground lunch
concession in recent years, but have been
squelched by some of the same politicians
who are the book�s villains.

Other quibbles: the Lechuguilla dig was
said to have begun in 1986 (actually 1984).
Wrong details: geologic bedding �plains�;
cave �brine� shrimp; �caves in the area have
yielded dinosaur bones�; three misspelled
names.

The most hilarious mistake concerns the
method by which the Spirit World was
discovered: �It was first reached with a
technique designed by Kerbo in which
balloons were inflated and floated up inside
a parachute, lifting him and his gear to the
portal without leaving behind traces of
physical impact.� A fetching image, like the
California man who took a flight in a lawn
chair raised by weather balloons some years
ago.  But not quite right!  For those who
don�t know the real story, Kerbo did use
balloons: two large clusters of toy balloons
that lifted, not Kerbo and his equipment, but
a balsa-wood hoop and parachute cord over
a stalagmite more than two hundred feet
above.  The cord was then used to pull a
climbing rope over the stalagmite.  Kerbo
did have the guts to be the first climber up
that dubiously-anchored rope.

I asked Kerbo about this distortion of his
feat. He says that the author of �Science
under Siege� knew the true story, but that
Wilkinson claims that his editors changed
the facts. In that case, I would recommend
new editors for the next edition: such a bit of
�history under siege� makes me wonder how
many other things are wrong in the chapters
where I don�t have inside knowledge.  Still, I
have little doubt that the book is only too
true an account of the odds that honorable
people face in slowing degradation of the
planet by the greedy and perverse.

Donald Davis

DARK LIFE:  MARTIAN NANOBACTERIA,
ROCK-EATING CAVE BUGS, AND OTHER
EXTREME ORGANISMS OF INNER EARTH
AND OUTER SPACE.
by Michael Ray Taylor. New York:
Scribner, 1999.  284 pp., hb, $23.00.
Available from speleo-book vendors.

Michael Ray Taylor, author of the highly
regarded Cave Passages, has written an
exceptionally fine book of science adventure,
more than half of which takes place in
Lechuguilla, Mammoth, Cueva de Villa Luz,
and other famous caves. And in the cast of
characters are Norm Pace, Diana Northup,
Louise Hose, Emily Davis Mobley, Larry
Mallory, and numerous other well-known
cave scientists, not to forget Mike Taylor
himself, who worked hard to learn the new
science of geomicrobiology and helped make
a major discovery himself.

Nanobacteria? Believe me, after you have
read this book, you will never again think of
caves solely in terms of mud and water and
stone. Taylor reports on the work of scientists
who are showing that rock-dwelling
microbes are essential and dominant factors
in both the formation of many caves and in
the crystallization of all cave minerals. And
these tiny bugs are active not just in caves,
but in the depths of the earth, in hot springs
boiling out of the ocean floor; in fact, virtually
everywhere under the surface of the earth�
and hence the name of his book, Dark Life.

Not All Caves Are The Same
by Paul Steward

In case you hadn�t noticed, my good friend
John Tudek thought it would be fun for him
to interview me for my April (Fools) Spelean
Spotlight column. Thinking it would give me
a month off, I agreed. Then John also thought
it would be fun for me to write his column�
so much for the month off. Here�s my shot at
standing on his soapbox.

On a recent vacation with the family, we
stopped at a well-known commercial cave.
Finding commercial caves along the way is
always a fun break from the heat of a summer
vacation and the madness of most other
tourist traps. Unfortunately, the next hour
turned into a very disappointing one for me.
We just missed the tour and had to wander
the isles of the gaudy gift shop with our two
children, ages 4 and 7, waiting for our tour
number to be called�a chore in itself. Finally
it�s called and we�re in line waiting to enter
the cave when I�m told I can�t enter the cave
carrying my boy in the backpack. So I take it
off and place it in a pile of other backpacks,
hoping it will still be there when we return.
After entering the cave we form another line.

This one is to have our picture taken. After
being on the road for several days and
staying at campgrounds, none of us feel very
photogenic. �I don�t want a photo of us,� I
tell the young girl. �I�m sorry,� she says, �but
it�s the rules. It�s our way of making sure
everyone is out of the cave.� Whatever
happened to the old fashion way of counting
heads, I think to myself as the four of us
stand and say �stalagmite� waiting for the
camera flash. Finally, everyone has their
picture taken and we�re off into the cave.
Inside the cave there are people everywhere.
At times we had to wait while other guides
said their part, or we were hurried along in
the hopes of missing another group coming.
There were just too many people in our
group and too many groups in the cave at
one time. It felt more like a race to see which
guide could get their group through first. At
one stop in the cave, a man from our group
asked, �How much of the cave is still
undiscovered?� The same man later asked,
�Does magnetism have anything to do with
a stalagmite and a stalactite meeting to form
a column?� I close my eyes, click my heels
together and whisper, �there�s no place like
home.� I guess it only works in OZ. I�m still

The sheer volume and weight of these
microbes greatly exceeds that of all other life
on earth. In fact, without this bacterial
biosphere, the life processes of all other
living things would be impossible. Perhaps
the most bizarre of these subterranean bugs
are the nanobacteria�controversial life
forms considerably smaller than ordinary
bacteria.  Moreover, the evidence is mounting
that there is life in the form of nanobacteria
on Mars and other planets. Finally, some
cave microbes may provide keys for curing
such human ailments as cancer.

Dark Life also documents something
many of us old timers have yearned for all
our lives. Cave science has become
respectable over the last 50 years, but the
work documented in this book moves
beyond the mainstream to occupy a central
place in some of the hottest science being
undertaken today. The earth itself is still a
rock, but it is crawling with billions of life
forms so small that they are detectable only
with electron microscopes. And just as our
understanding of physics has been
revolutionized with the discovery of sub-
sub-atomic particles, so also is biology being
revolutionized with the discovery of cave
bacteria and nanobacteria. Taylor�s book is
a model of science reporting at the leading
edge of the advancement of science.  It is a
caver�s book.  Buy it and read it!

Richard Watson NSS 1665
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MINE STOPPED/ FRENCH CREEK CAVE

PROTECTED

Cyanide heap-leach mining has always
threatened and has already polluted many
streams in Montana.  Recently that threat
was a reality just outside of Dillon, Montana.
This past August a cyanide heap-leach gold
mine was proposed in the heart of the city�s
municipal water supply.  I attended a field
trip to the mine site and I realized this mine
was near French Creek Cave. I confronted
the Yellowband Mine owner Gene Nelson
with a question about the cave. He stated,
�That cave is way over there and is a dry
cave.� I started my research. The cave is the
6th largest/deepest in Montana and has yet
to be fully mapped or explored. The only
known cave pearls in Montana, soda straws,
and a perennial stream are just a few of the
cave�s unique features. I obtained maps and
a description and it was obvious the mine
would have a significant impact on the cave.

I contacted the NSS, and with the help of
David Jagnow, the NSS Cave Conservation
Chairman, we were able to submit the cave
for protection under the Federal Cave
Protection Act of 1988. The Patagonia Outlet
held store events and many locals attended
city council meetings to spread the word of
the cyanide threat and the impact it could
have on the cave. By creating awareness of
the potential damage to the cave, we were
able to convince the Forest Service to do an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS),
prolonging the issuing of the needed permit.
This played a crucial role in the whole
scenario. Our activism forced the Forest
Service to call the NSS and request a cave
hydrologist to further map and explore the
cave. Even a Western Montana College
geology class taught by Dr. Rob Thomas did
a mock EIS and found that the mine would
have a significant impact on the cave. In the
meantime, the people of Montana had a
chance to vote on I-137 which would ban
the process of cyanide heap-leach mining.
On November 3rd our wish came true and
the proposal passed!!! Even the citizens of
Dillon voted the cyanide process down 2:1!!!
By demanding that an EIS be done, we
delayed the issuing of the mining permit until
the initiative passed. So the miner doesn�t
get a permit and for now Dillon�s water
supply is saved.  Unfortunately, a local state
Sentator, Chuck Swysgood, is appealing the
initiative. So the threat of the mine is still
real. The Forest Service never finished their

EIS but hopefully will continue on the
process of designating French Creek Cave a
significant cave. And with that protection we
can stop the unproven technology of
cyanide heap-leach gold mining in our own
backyard.

Chuck Irestone

PENDLETON COUNTY BULLETIN

I am collecting info on Pendleton County
karst features for an upcoming WVASS
Bulletin.  �Karst features� is defined as caves,
FROs, and karst springs. I�m looking for
photos, maps, documented dye traces, and
descriptions of caves. And, of course, I�m
looking for information on caves not known
to the present groups caving in the county.
Photos can be historical, cave interiors, cave
entrances, or of the karst. I am desperate for
pictures!  My addresses are:  George Dasher,
63 Valley Drive, Elkview, WV  25071; (304)
965-1361; wvcaver@juno.com.  THANKS!!

George Dasher

OTR SITE THREATENED

A U.S. Route 219 five-lane has been
proposed between Beverly and Huttonsville
(Randolph County, WV) to facilitate travel to
the Huttonsville jail and Snowshoe. There
are three options in the Tygart Valley�a
western route, an eastern route, and a central
route down the middle of the valley.  The
Present Plan A is down the eastern side of
the valley�dead through the OTR site!   For
more info, please contact Chuck Hempel,
(304) 338-6920 or john-cave@aol.com

BLACK HILLS CONFERENCE

This is to announce the Conference on
the Hydrology of the Black Hills in Rapid
City on September 15-16, 1999. The
conference will cover a variety of topics
dealing with ground water, surface water, and
water quality in the Black Hills and also will
address a number of related issues, such as
karst hydrology, forestry management
practices, and mining/water quality. In
addition to the two days of papers and
posters, there will be a field trip on September
14 that will examine a hydrologic cross
section from Rhoads Spring near the
limestone plateau eastward to Rapid City.
The field trip will include stops at a mine
and various surface-water and ground-water
monitoring stations, and will include a dye
test at the sinkholes on Boxelder Creek.

The conference occurs at the conclusion
of the USGS Black Hills Hydrology Study, a
ten-year project completed in cooperation

with the South Dakota DENR and local
cooperators. The study has examined the
quality and quantity of ground water and
surface water in the Black Hills area. Some
of the products of the Black Hills Hydrology
Study, including a hydrogeologic map and
structure maps of the area, will be presented
at the conference.

The conference is being organized by Dr.
Michael Strobel (USGS), Dr. Arden Davis
(SDSMT) and J. Foster Sawyer (DENR), with
help of an advisory committee consisting of
numerous personnel from various Federal,
State, and University organizations.

For information on the conference, as well
as access to our guidelines for abstract and
paper submission, please connect to the
URL:wwwsd.cr.usgs.gov/projects/bhhs/
conf.html On this site, you can submit
abstracts electronically over the WWW.

Information on the Black Hills Hydrology
Study can be found at: wwwsd.cr.usgs.gov/
projects/bhhs/BHHS.html

If you have further questions, please feel
free to contact me either by email
(mstrobel@usgs.gov) or by phone (605-
355-4560x247).

Mike Wiles

USGS MAPS ON CD-ROM
MapTech (www.maptech.com) has put

half the US USGS topo maps on CD-ROM
so far with costs from $25 to $100.  These
include a lot of caving country. I have been
using the one of Vermont for a lot of things,
mostly printing out full color maps at up to
1:5000 scale.  These are compressed bit
maps, by a proprietary process. Software
allows the profiling of paths and putting
markers and stuff on a map, but they promise
that you can make map prints (you can see
two maps on screen) of adjacent maps soon.

Peter Grant

underground, trapped in the cave tour from
hell. At the end of the tour, we find our
picture among the many, hand it to the girl,
find our pack, and head out into the gift shop.
Each of us holds a coupon for a free gift from

the shop. We walk the aisles again, looking
for that perfect gift that will serve as a memory
of our visit. As my suspicions rise, we
approach the cashier. With a smile, she pulls
out a box from beneath the counter and

gives us each a coffee mug. Not exactly what
we had in mind. We left with one happy
thought: we�re not staying to see the laser
show. I guess you can�t always judge a cave
by its postcards.

TALLEST  STALAGMITE ?
Australian Cavers have found what may

be the world�s tallest stalagmite in Thailand.
It is in what the locals now somewhat
misleadingly call Column Cave.
Measurements by the party and
subsequently by National Parks officers of
the Thai Royal Forest Department have
determined the stal to be 62m tall.

The cave is in the Lam Khlong Ngu forest
reserve in the Kanchanaburi province of
western Thailand.

John Brush
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The Organizing Committee of the 1999
National Cave and Karst Management
Symposium is pleased to invite you to join
us in one of the most interesting karst regions
of North America. Chattanooga, Tennessee,
the host city, is located at the boundary
between the Valley and Ridge province and
the Cumberland Plateau, with more than
10,000 known caves in the surrounding
region. Chattanooga is an ideal location from
which to observe the impact of natural
resource consumption, industrial operations,
and population growth on caves and karst
in a metropolitan setting.

While most of the area�s karst land is
privately owned, there are also many large
state and national forests, parks, and
management areas in the karst. In addition,
there are numerous commercial caves in the
area, including Ruby Falls, The Lost Sea, and
Cumberland Caverns. The result is a large
number of private landowners, conservation
organizations, corporations, and
government agencies involved in cave and
karst management, with a wide variety of
issues, goals, philosophies, strategies, and
techniques represented. The area limestones
contain some of the deepest and longest
caves in North America, providing abundant
wildlife habitat, as well as scientific and
recreational opportunities. Rapid growth and
development in the region is placing intense
pressure on these important cave, karst, and
groundwater resources.

THEME

The theme of this symposium is �Living
with Caves and Karst.� Many cities in the
Tennessee Valley Region will pass into the
next millenium with enormous planning
problems in a karst region that has seen
accelerated rates of residential, commercial,
and industrial development. In increasing
numbers, municipalities are forced to
consider the effects of karst and its fast-
moving groundwater in their planning and
development. Similar situations exist in many
other karst regions across North America.

In this symposium, we will highlight
impacts and threats to caves and karst in
metropolitan areas, consider implications of
caves and karst for land use planning and
development, and examine strategies and
techniques for conservation and
management of caves and karst resources in
that environment. The primary impacts on
karst resources in the region result from
timber harvesting, septic tank degradation,
petroleum pipeline ruptures, non-point
source pollution and industrial discharge.

14th National Cave and Karst Management Symposium
October 19–22, 1999 – Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA

Hosted by the Southeastern Cave Conservancy, Inc.
“Living with Caves and Karst”

Rapid population growth and residential
development in the cave-rich area are also
issues. Increases in recreational caving,
timber harvesting, and residential
development are creating widespread
pressure on cave fauna and associated
habitat. Similar concerns apply to the many
caves containing significant cultural and
scientific resources. By focusing on these
issues, we hope to foster a better
understanding of the challenges of
responsible development and growth in
karst regions.

SYMPOSIUM HEADQUARTERS

The symposium will be held at the
Chattanooga Clarion Hotel located in the
Riverfront District in Chattanooga. The
Clarion is a full service hotel and features
205 guest rooms and suites, full conference
and presentation facilities, 24-hour business
center, outdoor pool, fitness center, and
restaurant. All sessions and exhibits will be
held at the Clarion. There are other hotels in
the area, though the ones nearby will be
more expensive than the Clarion�s special
symposium rate. Most nearby hotels are
accessible via a free electric shuttle operating
in the downtown area. If you need additional
hotel information, or would like information
on camping or other arrangements, please
call us at the number below.

The Clarion room rate for symposium
attendees is the current federal per-diem rate
of $62.00 per night with up to four occupants
per room. Blocks of rooms are reserved for
the symposium. All reservations must be
made by October 1, 1999. After that date,
any remaining rooms will be released from
the block.

BANQUET

The banquet on Thursday evening will
be held in the Tennessee Aquarium, an
award-winning facility which showcases
fresh water Appalachian rivers and
ecosystems. We have reserved the entire
building for the occasion. Symposium
guests may enter the Aquarium after 6:00
p.m. and tour the exhibits at their leisure
until the banquet is served at 7:30 p.m. The
self-guided tour begins on the top floor in a
reproduction of an Appalachian cove forest,
with live native plants and animals. The
route then winds its way down, displaying
plants and animals in their natural habitats
as the water travels from the cove forest to
the Gulf of Mexico. In addition, the plants
and fish of five major fresh water rivers
around the world are displayed. The

Aquarium houses over 9,000 animals with
informative interpretive material throughout
the facility. After the tour, guests will be
treated to dinner and a special guest speaker.

CALL  FOR PAPERS

Although the theme of this symposium is
LIVING WITH CAVES AND KARST, we
encourage authors to submit papers on all
topics related to the management of
caves and karst resources. We are
expecting a large number of papers and are
planning three days of presentations, with
concurrent sessions as needed. General
topics for sessions will include: land use
planning, pollution and industrial impacts,
hydrology and geology, endangered species
protection and management, history of cave
and karst usage, resource management
philosophies and practices, education, legal
issues in cave management, conservation
strategies and techniques, archaeology and
anthropology, recreational use, and
emergency management. Additional
sessions will be scheduled if enough related
papers are received. Presentations should
be planned for 15 minutes, with a five-minute
period for questions and answers. Longer
presentations will be considered based on
available time. If you would be interested in
chairing a session or panel discussion, please
contact us as early as possible to make
arrangements.

Abstracts must include all authors� names,
title of the paper, mailing address of the
primary author, a brief biographical sketch
of the primary author (maximum 100
words), and an abstract of the paper
(maximum 250 words). Submitted material
should also include telephone number and
e-mail address for correspondence. Please
include any requests for audio-visual
equipment. Special needs will require
sufficient advance notice. Material may be
submitted by e-mail or camera-ready
hardcopy, but a disk is preferred. Abstracts
or questions regarding the program should
be directed to the Program Chairman, Joe
Douglas, 325 Richland Ave., Watertown, TN
37184,(615)-237-0326 douglas@vscc.cc.
tn.us.

In addition to the oral presentations,
space will be available for poster
presentations. The displays may be used for
case studies, cave and karst management
methodologies, findings of research projects
or other topics. There will be a designated
time for authors to be available to answer
questions. Poster space is limited to a
maximum of six linear feet, including text
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[Ed. note: This is the abstract from the
longer report, available from the authors]

In 1996, an exceptional collection of karst
land forms were �re-discovered� along the
geologic boundary between the Valley-and-
Ridge and Blue Ridge Physiographic
Provinces, in Virginia�s Mt. Rogers National
Recreation Area. The karst topography is
underlain by the oldest carbonate unit in
the Appalachians, the lower Cambrian
Shady Dolomite Formation, which is nearly
surrounded by a mountainous catchment
area underlain by basal quartzites. The
density of significant karst features within the
O.5 square-mile area is unusual in this part
of the George Washington and Jefferson
National Forests (GWJNF), and includes
conical, steep-sided dolines, caves,
windows, sinking streams, a swallet, a spring
resurgence, and a �blind canyon�.

In the spirit of the Federal Cave Resources
Protection Act of 1988, which defines cave
resources as  �... any material or substance
occurring naturally in caves on Federal
lands, such as animal life, plant life,
paleontological deposits, sediments,

minerals, speleogens, and speleothems,�
the Forest Service, the Virginia Dept. of
Conservation & Recreation, and Ms. Smith,
who served as the volunteer project
coordinator through a conservation grant
from the NSS, cooperated in a preliminary
resource value assessment prior to the
finalization of timber sale plans. Cave
mapping was initiated in the earliest stages
so that known cave resources could be
located in relation to surface features/land
uses and protected. Additional studies
included baseline water quality monitoring,
geologic and topographic mapping, tracer
tests to identify hydraulic connections
between surface features and groundwater,
and biological inventories. To date, a
previously-undescribed species of millipede
has been found at the site, as well as a
number of other troglophilic and troglobitic
species, such as bats, crickets, salamanders,
snails, diptera (cave flies), spiders, crayfish,
collembolans (springtails), and beetles.

Based on the karst resource value
assessment conducted by the cooperators
in this project, the proposed timber sale area

Resource Assessment and Ecological Management of a Karst Resource Area in the George
Washington & Jefferson National Forests, Virginia

Emily K. Smith, Blacksburg, Virginia; Tom Collins and Gary Kappesser, U.S. Forest Service, Roanoke, Virginia;
Terri Brown, Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, Dublin, Virginia

was designated a Geologic Special Interest
Area (GSIA), with a  boundary delineation
designed to maximize karst resource
protection. Balancing various public
demands on the karst resource with the
concept of ecosystem protection is a
fundamental goal of the Forest Service.  The
focus of current revisions to the GWJNF
Land & Resource Management Plan is to
improve biodiversity and productivity
through an ecological approach to Forest
management.  For the first time in this plan,
karst terrains will be included as geographical
units, called landscapes, for which special
management provisions will be developed.
The guidelines, policies, and Best
Management Practices will target land use
activities that generate erosion and
sedimentation, water quality impacts, and
habitat destruction in the karst lands
scattered throughout the Forest.  The authors
express their deep appreciation to the NSS
for supporting field work and research that
led to this precedent-setting karst resource
management plan.

and illustrations.
Abstracts and biographical sketches

must be submitted no later than June
7, 1999. Authors will be notified regarding
acceptance of their papers by June 21, 1999.
Late submittals may be considered for
presentation if time is available. The final,
publication-ready version of papers is
due by Friday, September 3, 1999. Plans
are to have the proceedings printed and
available by the first day of registration.

FIELD TRIPS

The symposium will feature several
optional field trips designed to give
participants opportunities to experience the
region�s cave and karst resources and to
observe many examples of the issues being
highlighted in the presentations. Field trips
will be conducted on Wednesday, during a
scheduled break in the symposium, so
participants will not miss any presentations.
Transportation and lunch will be provided,
and participants will be returned to the hotel
in time for evening socializing and dinner.

The primary field trip, Development
Impacts on Caves and Karst in the Tennessee
Valley, will give participants the opportunity
to observe the karst hydrology and geology
of the Valley and Ridge and Cumberland
Plateau. Emphasis will be placed on

environmental and management issues. This
trip will be comprehensive, visiting examples
of impacted caves and karst. Examples may
include: petroleum contamination of karst
from underground storage tanks and
pipelines, Superfund sites in karst, industrial
and residential development impact on
caves, endangered cave wildlife protection,
public utility uses of significant carbonate
springs, and Source Water Protection
Programs. We expect this trip to fill quickly.

Other field trips being considered include:
Public and Private Management of Cave

and Karst Resources � Visit cave and karst
preserves offering a variety of management
problems and solutions.

Bat Habitat Management and Protection
Methods � Visit several bat management
sites with examples of differing issues and
approaches.

Habitat of the Tennessee Cave
Salamander (Gyrinophilus palleucus) � Visit
salamander sites and observe these animals
in their typical habitat (limited number of
participants).

Historic and Pre-historic Cave Use � Visit
caves used by early Americans, saltpeter
miners, and Civil War soldiers, and learn
about the management and interpretation
of these sites.

Additional pre-symposium and post-
symposium trips are being considered. More
information will be available as
arrangements are finalized.

Registration
Registration for the symposium will

be US $125 if paid by July 31, 1999,
and $150 after that date. The standard
registration will include reception, banquet,
symposium program and proceedings, and
attendance at all talks and exhibits. Field trip
costs are not included. The registration fee
for students will be $80, not including the
banquet. Daily registration will be available
for $40, and will not include reception,
banquet, or proceedings. For registration
information contact Jim Wilbanks at P.O. Box
34, Rising Fawn, GA 30738-0034, (706)
462-2316, jimgail@bigfoot.com. Hotel
reservations must be made separately.

The fee schedule and registration form is
available by mail or fax on request, and can
be printed from the 1999 symposium web
site at www.caves.org/ncms99/. For
reservations at the Chattanooga Clarion, call
(800) 252-7466 or (423) 756-5150.
Mention the symposium to receive the
special rate. For all other information, please
contact Mark Wolinsky at (919) 755-9945
or email us at ncms99@scci.org.
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CANDIDATES FOR NCRC REGIONAL

COORDINATOR AND NCRC EDUCATION

BOARD POSITIONS SOUGHT

During its summer meeting at the 1999
NSS Convention in Filer, Idaho, the National
Cave Rescue Commission (NCRC) Board
of Regional Coordinators (BORC) will
consider candidates for the positions of
Rocky Mountain Region Coordinator (ID,
MT, WY, UT, CO, ND, SD, NE), currently
John Gookin, Western Region Coordinator
(CA, NV), currently Bill Maher, Southwestern
Region Coordinator (AZ, NM), currently
Harry Burgess, Northeastern Region
Coordinator (ME, VT, RI, NH, NY, CT, MA),
currently John Evans, South Central Region
Coordinator (TX, OK, KS, LA, AR), currently
John Green, and the Pacific Northwest
Region Coordinator (WA, OR, AK) currently
John Punches. Additionally, one at-large
position on the NCRC Education Board,
currently Bryan Lavender, and the NCRC
Database Manager, currently Tricia
Daugherty, will be up for consideration.

Who will these persons be? It�s up to you
to make recommendations to the NCRC
BORC and let them know who you would
like to see in these positions.  Based on your
recommendations, qualified persons will be
nominated by members of the BORC and
voted on.  The BORC will then recommend
to the NSS President persons to be
appointed as Coordinators for these
positions.  Finally, the NSS Board of
Governors (BOG) will vote to confirm the
candidates� appointment to the BORC.  The
NCRC Education Board and Database
Manager appointments are handled by the
BORC, exclusively.

Ideally persons nominated as regional
coordinators should have both caving and
rescue experience and training.  The regional
coordinators provide two-way communi-
cation from the regions to the BORC and
from the BORC to the regions.  Matters of

training and resources are the most popular
topics.  The regional coordinator needs to
be in tune with regional needs so that they
may be clearly presented to the BORC for
action.  Additionally, when requested,
Regional Coordinators provide assistance
in connecting cave rescue resources with
those needing them.  This can be done in
both emergency and non-emergency
situations.  There are also many other duties
which are unique to each region.  It should
be noted that neither the NCRC nor any of
its regions are functional rescue units: the
NCRC is a communications,  training and
diplomatic body.  A job description is
available on request.

Education Board at-large members assist
with the development, pilot testing and
revising of the NCRC Curriculum used for
all NCRC-related training.  Additionally, they
provide voting input on matters of policy
and procedure recommendations for the
BORC to consider at its business meetings.
The NCRC Database Manager is responsible
for maintaining a computerized record of all
NCRC training, students and instructors.  The
Database Manager is responsible for several
mailings a year and providing extractions of
the database to the NSS, NCRC Education
Board and the BORC when requested.
Expertise in Microsoft Access, Word and
Excel are necessary.

How do you make a recommendation?
Put something together in writing and mail it
to the National Coordinator.  You must also
include some indication from the person you
are recommending that they will accept
being nominated and serve (work) if
appointed.  Preferably this will be a letter
with their signature on it.  Telephone
recommendations will not be accepted.  You
may also send your recommendation via e-
mail; however, as earlier stated, there must
be a confirmation by the person you are
recommending that they will accept being
nominated and serve if appointed.

Is your input important?  I think YES.  I
have always felt that if as much time was
spent deciding on the leadership appointed
to address caving issues (in this case Cave
Rescue) as was spent complaining about the
way it was done, caving (and in this case
Cave Rescue) would be all the better for it.
The NCRC is holding the sketchbook, send
back some coordinates for us to use to map
out our future!

If you have questions or would like to
make a recommendation, please contact me
at the indicated street or e-mail address.  Due
to the NCRC Seminar the week before the
NSS Convention and travel considerations,
I must receive your input by June 20,
1999, for it to be considered.

Butch Feldhaus, National Coordinator
National Cave Rescue Commission
5416 Hunter Village Drive
Ooltewah, TN 37363-7009
bfeldhaus@csi.com

NSS WEB PAGE AWARDS

The NSS is proud to implement a new
award to recognize outstanding internal
organization web pages. Two awards will
be presented each quarter with the first ones
to be presented in April for January-March
1999.  Pages selected will be eligible to place
a distinctive icon at the bottom of the page,
which will link to the NSS web page listing
all winners.  Internal organizations may only
win the award once each year but can
continue to display the icon permanently
after that.

Towards the end of each quarter a sub-
committee of the Internet Committee will
review pages linked to the NSS home page.
The areas judged are:

Design and Layout: Page effectively
uses elements such as graphics, tables,
headlining, photos, color balance,
backgrounds, and linking to effectively
communicate the purpose of the page.

Graphics: Appropriate use of graphics
and photographic materials.  Graphics and
photos are original, non-pirated (or used
with permission), complement the content,
and appreciate in file size and format.

Page Interactivity: Does the page
provide useful links and user-friendly format?

Currency: Is the page current?  Is it
updated on a timely basis?

Information: Does the page provide
meaningful information?  Does it identify
points of contact for the organization and
provide easy means to contact them?  Does
it provide information on when and were
meetings are held?

Questions can be directed to Mike Hood,
NSS Operations Vice President, at
mhood@caves.org, or at (937) 252-2978.

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN SOUGHT

A chairman for the Market Analysis
Committee is sought. The committee, in the
department of the Operations Vice President,
conducts market research for proposed non-
periodical publications to be published and
sold by the NSS. The committee develops
an estimate of how many copies of each
proposed publication the NSS bookstore
will sell over a three-year period at various
prices, based upon a description of the
publication provided by the EVP. The
committee will consider both wholesale
and retail sales using a discount policy and
an advertising strategy provided by the OVP.
A detailed discussion of the assumptions
and logic for each estimate will be provided
for review along with comparisons with
sales of similar publications. The committee
will work closely with the NSS Bookstore
Manager and Special Publications
Committee. The NSS Bookstore Manager
is responsible for providing past NSS

bookstore sales data. The Special
Publications Committee is responsible for
estimating the total cost to produce each
proposed NSS publication at various
quantities with a detailed discussion of the
assumptions and logic for their estimate. The
Executive Committee will consider the
recommendations of the Market Analysis
and Special Publications committees when
determining the scope of a proposed NSS
non-periodical publication, the quantity to
be printed and the selling price as they
develop the NSS capital budget for approval
for the Board of Governors.  Those
interested should contact Mike Hood,
Operations Vice President, at (937) 252-
2978, or e-mail mhood@caves.org.
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Paul Steward
NSS # 35687

On the surface, he looks deceptively
ordinary. He is five foot nine, 150 pounds,
happily married to his wife Diana and with
two children, Danielle (8) and Bryan (5).
On the surface, Paul Steward could be any
one of us. But put a pen in his hand and
paper in front of him, and you�ll quickly see
that there�s more to this man than meets the
eye.This month I traded control of his newest
creation �Spelean Spotlight� for my �Spelean
Soapbox� so that those of you who haven�t
yet had the opportunity to meet him can
learn a little bit about the man. The man
who could have been any one of us before
he started caving is rapidly evolving into a
distinct voice within the NSS. If you don�t
know him, or if you know him simply as
�that kooky Jersey guy who writes those
creepy stories,� then read on. For as they
say, truth is stranger than fiction.

Let�s start at the beginning. How did
you get involved in caving?

�In October 1991, my brother was
coming out for a visit from Wyoming. He
had been doing a lot of caving in Mexico, so
I thought I�d take him to a New Jersey cave
when he arrived. I went to the library and
found a book called �The Caves of New
Jersey.� (You didn�t have to go all the way to
Mexico to go caving. I�d show him.) We
picked the largest cave in the book and went
to go find it. Of course when we finally found
it, after walking around for several hours, it
was locked. When he returned home, he
called and gave me the phone number of a
local caver. I went to my first Central New
Jersey Grotto meeting in December, and the
first cave I went in was by chance the same
one we hunted down that day. I soon
learned the difference between caves in
Mexico and New Jersey. From then on the
word �cave� hasn�t left my mind.�

What was your big passion before
caving?

�I have always been an outdoor kind of
guy. I�ve always enjoyed hiking and camping.
Some of my favorite places are the White
Mountains in New Hampshire and Rocky
Mountain National Park in Colorado. If I
wasn�t outside, I was playing keyboards in
my home studio or in a band. Maybe
someday I can play my synthesizers in a
cave.�

Tell me about the Arts and Letters
Section.

�I saw a need within the NSS for a place
where writers and artists could get together
as an organized group to share ideas and
help each other. The forming of an NSS
Section was the perfect avenue. Most of the
people I have talked to say the forming of a

section like this was long overdue. We have
an Arts and Letters Award, so why not an
Arts and Letters Section. Some of the best
writers and artists in the NSS are members
of the Section. This is a tremendous amount
of talent and knowledge, now organized
under one group. I hope this can be a place
where members within the Section and the
NSS can come to get any type of help they
need, whether it is for writing, editing,
publishing, drawing or painting. As the
Section matures I hope to spotlight individual
talent with special publications and also help
people self-publish their own work. I think
this will become one of the largest sections
within the NSS.�

What do you think about the NSS in
general?

�I joined the NSS as soon as I started
caving. It�s just like anything else; you get as
much out of something as you put into it. As
a caver, I have learned a tremendous amount
through NSS publications. But most
importantly as a person, it has given me a
little place in the world where I can make a
contribution to an organization and be
recognized for it. And it has also allowed me
to meet so many people whom I admire, not
only for their caving abilities, but because
they are truly good people.�

Your most recent impact in the NSS
has been this column. From what I�ve
heard, it�s a hit. How did you come up
with the idea?

�I read a lot, and it would always bother
me when other cavers didn�t have a clue as
to who I was talking about. So, the idea of
the column was formed to educate a few to
how important these people are to the caving
community. Also, for a place to give the
unsung hero a chance to let the world know
what they�re doing, or just for people who
are making news that others would like to
read about. The cool part is getting to meet
and talk with all these great people. I hope
that someday I can earn my place next to
some of them.�

In the last few years, you�ve become
both a prolific and popular writer. How
did that come about?

�When I started caving, I realized the only
people who really liked the trip reports were
those that were on the trip. So, to spice up
the grotto newsletter and the trip reports I
started adding a little excitement to them.
Nothing gets someone�s attention more than
a death or a murder on a cave trip. And it
just grew from there. I started putting the
stories on the Cavers Digest and they became
very popular. That�s when the idea of a book
came to be. It took over a year and a half
from the idea to actually getting a book in
my hand.�

Your book was very well received.
Any plans for future books or projects?

�I have started working on a new book
on caving, non-fiction this time. It�ll be
different, I promise. This will be a long-term
project. For the near future, there are a few
caves that need to be re-mapped, a few dig
projects to continue, and a few caves yet to
find�you know, the ones that people swear
were there before. I�m also hoping to connect
Lechuguilla Cave with Carlsbad Caverns,
and Mammoth Cave to Fisher Ridge Cave.

1998 was a very busy year for me with
the release of my book and the forming of
the Section. I also helped with some editing
for the 1994 Speleo Digest coming out soon,
and I�m currently doing the layout for a new
fiction book being published by Cave
Books. Plus, writing for the grotto newsletter,
putting together the Section publication, and
my NSS News column always keeps me
busy.�

On occasion, you�ve been called the
�Stephen King� of caving. How do you
feel about that?

�It�s always an honor to be called
someone you admire, although I don�t think
I look as weird as he does. Since my book
came out, new grotto members are a little
shy to go caving with me for some reason.�

Just in case our audience mistakes
you for an armchair caver, can you tell
us what your most memorable cave
trip was, and why?

�There are a few that come to mind. One
time several of us squeezed through a crack
in one of our local caves and doubled the
size of the cave, making it New Jersey�s
largest. Everybody just thought the cave
ended at the crack. You never know.

Another is the first time I went into
Mammoth Cave, through the Austin
Entrance, down Pohl Avenue and out past
the Brucker Breakdown on a CRF
expedition. After reading  The Longest Cave
(continued on page 122)
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CAVE DIVING

The Woodville Karst Plain Project was
founded by Parker Turner in the mid-1980s
to explore flooded caves south of Tallahassee,
Florida. Turner met his death diving in
Indian Spring in 1991 and project
leadership has passed to �polemical� George
Irvine. Over 100 project personnel
accomplish complex dives utilizing mixed
gasses, argon-inflated drysuits, rebreathers
and self-designed propulsion vehicles.
Diving rigs must follow the �Hogarthian�
simplicity concept. Dive depths typically go
to between 200 and 300 feet. The goal is to
link Indian Spring, Leon Sinks, Chip�s
Hole, Wakulla Spring, and Spring Creek
Springs. The end of dive line in Leon is
close to Wakulla, a motivating factor.

A dive in Wakulla on July 24, 1998 saw a
three-diver team lay 3,800 feet of line while
penetrating 3.4 miles form the entrance. In
doing so they passed underneath, without
linking to, Cherokee Sink . Staging
equipment for the dive meant many support
dives to place emergency tanks and regulators
every 1,800 feet to a point 15,000 feet from
the entrance. As the dive party returned they
lost the line 8,000 feet from the entrance
when a scooter cut it. The passage is 120
feet wide, 50 feet high and devoid of
landmarks. Two divers froze to avoid
reducing visibility while the third examined
sediments dropping from the ceiling � an
indication of where they had just passed.
Starting a search pattern he quickly found
the line, much to their relief. (Sport Diver,
November/December 1998.)

A group diving Profundo Agua Dulce,
also known as The Pit, in Mexico�s Yucatan
was challenged by the remoteness of the site.
Their goal was to locate deep passages that
would permit inferences to be drawn about
the sea levels during the last ice age. They
found a going lead at 331 feet in the Wakulla
Room, the end point of previous exploration.
The phreatic passage was not pushed but it
was conjectured that it may connect to the
Blue Abyss in the Nohoch Nah Chich
System. The dive site is a 45-minute hike
from the group�s campsite and human
sherpas and horses were used to haul gear.
A return trip with scooters and rebreathers is
planned. (Immersed, Winter 1998.)

The January 1999 Skin Diver magazine
proclaims the �Mexican Riviera,� along the
Yucatan coast, is the world premier cave
diving destination. Yucatan diving means
using cenotes to access the cave system and
dropping through a halocline created where
the freshwater layer sits on top of marine
waters. The article describes diving in Chak
Mol to see Xix Ha Tunich, a large flowstone
wall. Dos Ojos, is the second longest
submerged cave in the world. (Its name is

actually Sistema Jacinto Pat but usually
referred to as Dos Ojos, which is actually the
name of the entrance.) The Car Wash gained
its name because taxi drivers once washed
their vehicles in the cenote. The Room of
Tears is highly decorated and a pre-Maya
altar is proof of human occupation when
sea levels were lower. Sac Actun, the Grand
Cenote, is reputedly the best decorated of
the commonly visited cave systems. Vac Ha
(Cow Water) has a humble entrance but leads
to an impressive system. Nohoch Nah
Chich is hard to access but beautiful, and
long � 42 miles. Other dives less taken are
Mike�s Promise, Mujara, and Chok Hal
Al.

The same issue describes dives in
Florida�s top ten springs: Vortex Spring,
Morrison Spring, Orange Grove Sink,
Ginnie Spring, Catfish Hole, Devil�s
Den, Blue Grotto, and Paradise Spring.
A list of Florida technical dive sites consists
of Devil�s Cave (Devil�s Eye and Devil�s
Ear), Peacock Springs, Little River
Spring, and Manatee Spring. Non-spring
Florida dive sites include Minnow Caves,
a swim-through near the Christ of the Abyss
statue.

A diver off Sipadan finds a cave where
turtles sometimes become lost, leaving their
skeletal shells littering the floor like some
marine armor. (National Geographic,
January 1999) � Blue Cavern Point,
Catalina, California, offers a number of
attractions, including a number of caves. The
ceiling of the larger caves is covered with
bright red picturesque corals. (California
Diving News, December 1998.) � Ginnie
Springs  is touted in the November/
December 1998 Sport Diver as one of the
best places in America to learn to cave dive
� Dive sites on Guam include the Anae
System in Agat Bay and the Blue Hole.
(Immersed, Winter 1998.) � An article in
the same issue summarizing decompression
sickness treatment includes a photograph of
the surface of Zacaton. The author, Dr. Ann
Kristovich, is co-leader of the project pushing
the depths of this Mexican sinkhole. She
cautions that �technical divers for years have
been challenged to think of DCS not as a
possibility, but as a probability. Failure to be
prepared with an appropriate treatment plan
for a given location is as dangerous as diving
with the wrong gas.�

EXPLORATION

One of the 1998 Rolex Awards for
Enterprise laureates is Jean-François Pernette
who proposes to investigate the karst on
Ultima Esperanza Islands, Chile. Described
as one of the world�s foremost speleologists,
speleology is an avocation for him. His
profession is manager of a vineyard. The

islands may contain the most southern caves
in the world. Pernette led reconnaissance
expeditions to Ultima Esperanza in 1995
and 1997. The weather was so bad that the
group was forced to sleep on the chartered
boat rather than on land. Winds reached
over 200 kilometers per hour and
temperatures never exceeded six degrees
centigrade. Huge expanses of limestone,
remnants from reefs that once encircled
Gondwanaland, are exposed. Besides caves
and sinkholes there are lapiés, giant crevices
that drop hundreds of meters. A photograph
in the Spirit of Enterprise: The Winners of
the 1998 Rolex Awards shows a caver
dwarfed by the monumental, tortured
limestone surfaces.

During reconnaissance trips, mindful of
the changeable weather, the explorers rigged
ropes higher than potential flood levels.
Surface features are wind as well as water
modified. Winds gusting through a cave
passage even ripped pages out of
notebooks. Perte de l� Avenir cave begins
with a 50-meter shaft that takes water from
glacial lakes. Diving a sump earned a
connection with the sea, likely the
southernmost cave dive in the world. The
next trip in 2000 will also look for remnants
of former native inhabitants. Little is known
of the Alakaluff people but horizontal cave
entrances will be examined for human
artifacts. The return trip cost is estimated at
$150,000. Each participant must raise his
or her own funds.

The reader is treated to several survey
trips into Lilburn Cave, California, in the
July 1998 Atlantic Monthly. The author offers
highlights of the caving experiences of Carol
Vesely, who he assists surveying, and her
husband Bill Farr, to illustrate the variety of
caving experiences. The article touches on
the tradition of caver secrecy for cave
conservation as well as the social aspects of
cavers. The author even learns to lick the
tape under muddy conditions and, of course,
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gets lost leading the way out.

COMMERCIAL CAVES

A group has petitioned the state of
Arizona�s Parks Board to rename Kartchner
Caverns to Cochise Caverns. The group
found this name more appealing, and
although there is no link between the cave
and the historical American Indian, the cave
is in Cochise County. They suggest that the
change would honor native Americans.

The Board agreed to consider the
request, probably at least in part because
they have been engaged in a dispute with
the Kartchner family. The dispute arose when
the family filed a trademark application on
the name �Kartchner Caverns.� The state
argues that they bought exclusive rights for
this name when they bought the property.

The family originally owned the cave and
maintains property nearby. They sold the
parcel to the state for $1.65 million, $275
thousand below the value of the land which
they considered a donation. The contract
covering sale of the parcel containing the
cave to the state included provisions that the
park be named �James A. and Lois M.
Kartchner Caverns State Park.� Changing the
name of the cave may violate this contract.

Development of the park, begun in 1988,
has proceeded slowly to preclude damage
to the cave. This and budget overruns have
attracted criticism. The public opening of half
of the park is now planned for November 5,
1999. The open part of the tour will include
the Throne Room, which has an impressive
swarm of stalactites. Tour operators from as
far away as Europe are ready to start
reserving tour tickets for opening day.
(Arizona Republic, September 21, October
11, and November 20, 1998)

While commercially guiding a tour of
Tumu Tumu Cave, near Waitomo, New
Zealand, the Maori guides became
concerned that flashes of light and voices
ahead may be the hauntings of their
ancestors who are buried above. Leaving
their clients to scout ahead, the clients wait
listening to the gurgling of the cave stream

and seeing the green lights of glowworms�
and at some visceral level understanding the
guides� concern. The �mumble, hiccup, and
chuckle of the rushing water could very well
be spirit voices.�

Waitomo Cave is a joint operation
between the native Maori and the New
Zealand government. Besides the cave�s
famous glowworms, freshwater eels inhabit
it, and �giant wetas,� apparently cave
crickets. The Maori began guiding tours into
Waitomo sometime in the 1890s. The federal
government nationalized the commercial
operations in 1904, but as in other areas,
aroused Maori anger with poor conservation
of the cave. Soda straws were allowed to be
picked as souvenirs. Speleothems were on
sale in the gift shop. By the mid 1980s the
glowworm population was drastically
reduced. The cave operation was amended
to include Maori participation as the first tract
of land returned to Maori control in a
government initiative to reduce tensions
between colonists and indigenous citizens.
With close monitoring, the glowworm
population is again healthy.  Nearby, in an
area spotted with Maori burials, is Ruakuri
Cave, site of the �blackwater rafting� tourist
operation. (Travel Holiday, October 1998.)

Oregon Caves National Monument will
reduce cave visitation under a new
management plan. To protect the cave life,
visitors will be admitted to the cave only from
late December to mid-March. The new plan
will have National Park Service rangers lead
tours and offer interpretive services rather
than concessionaires. Concessionaires will
still manage lodging, food, and gift shop
operations in the monument. The size of the
monument under the new plan increases
from 484 acres to 3,894 acres. The
monument receives 100,000 visitors a year.
(Grants Pass Daily Courier, November 14,
1998.)

The state of Alabama is planning on
opening Cathedral Caverns State Park,
Kennamer Cove, in mid 1999. The final
construction phase will involve constructing
a reception building, a visitor�s center, a

natural history museum, and a diorama of
native Americans in the cave entrance. To
limit traffic at the cave entrance visitors will
be transported from the reception building,
most likely by horse and surrey. (Guntersville
Advertiser-Gleam, August 6, 1998 and
Huntsville Times, September 24, 1998.)

A reporter is saved from a brush with
claustrophobia when a park ranger loans
him her glasses in Coronado Cave ,
Coronado Cave National Memorial, Arizona.
Wearing sunglasses to hike to the entrance,
he forgot his regular glasses in his car. The
cave is only 600 feet long, with two rooms
roughly 70 feet wide and with ceilings 20
feet high. The cave, heavily vandalized in
the past, is still a frequent school group field
trip destination. (Arizona Highways, January
1999)

The August 13, 1998 Baltimore Sun
features �Journeys to the Center of the Earth,�
a compendium of commercial cave
operations in and near Maryland. Three
caves are highlighted. The only commercial
cave in the state is Crystal Grottoes
Caverns in Boonsboro, a small operation
charging $8.50 for adults,  for a one-seventh
of a mile tour. According to the article the gift
shop sells items �excavated out of the cave.�
Luray Caverns, Virginia, is, of course,
famous for its �stalacpipe organ.� Laurel
Caverns, Pennsylvania, as explained with
some bad geology, has few formations
because they �don�t stick� since �the
limestone is 70 percent sand.�

The July 24, 1998 National Public Radio
show �All Things Considered� recommen-
ded visiting a cave to avoid the heat. It
featured a visit to Inner Space Caverns,
Texas � An article in the Anchorage Daily
News (October 3, 1998) describes the
economic potential of Prince of Wales Island,
Alaska. Included under recreational
opportunities are visiting El Capitan Cave
and Cavern Lake Cave.

SPELEOLOGY

The President signed the Cave and Karst
Institute into existence although no funds
have yet been appropriated. Similar
legislation passed the Senate in 1996 and
again in 1997 but never won House support.
This bill was rushed through the final days
of the session. Local Carlsbad, New Mexico,
businesses anticipate increased tourist
dollars from location of the organization in
the area. (Carlsbad Current-Argus ,
November 5, 1998.)

ANTHROPOLOGY/ARCHAEOLOGY

A fossil of as Australopithecus africanus
was recovered in a South African
�underground cave.� (Apparently above
ground caves provide poor shelter for fossil
preservation.) The site was Silberberg
Grotto of the Sterkfontein Caves. It is
the most complete australopithecine fossil
yet recovered. Foot bones from this
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individual were recovered from the cave in
1994 and investigators returned to see if
more of the individual was still entombed in
the cave. They found part of the skull, limbs,
hip, and backbones imbedded in limestone.
Removing the fossil may take up to a year.
The limestone has been dated to between
3.2 and 3.6 million years before present.
Previously the most complete australo-
pithecine was that named Lucy which is
described as Australopithecus  afarensis.
Preliminary foot bone analysis has led to a
hypothesis that the individual was both
terrestrial and arboreal. Subsequent
examination of the lower limbs is planned
as confirmation. (Science News, December
19 and 26, 1998.)

Zhoukoudian Cave, China, harbored the
Peking Man fossils as well as evidence
interpreted that they used controlled fire.
Burned bones were recovered from soil
layers containing stone tools, suggesting
hominid use of fire. Recent reexamination
of the site suggests that remnants of fires
resulted from naturally produced fires. Soil
analysis suggests that the soil was baked by
widespread fire, not heated only in discrete
hearth sites. Further, certain fossils appear to
have been burned after fossilization.
(Science News, July 11, 1998.)

A coprolite deposited in Gypsum Cave,
Nevada, during the ice age has yielded DNA.
Previous efforts failed to realize that DNA
was encased in (and preserved by) a
caramelized coating compound. The DNA
is believed to have come from a giant ground
sloth�its bones were found near the scat.
The feces also contained plant DNA from
capers, mustard plants, grapes, and yucca.
The sloth lived 20,000 years ago and while
most of these species are still found in the
cave area, wild grapes that long ago would
only have been located over 10 kilometers
away. This suggests the sloth traveled a large
area for food. (Science News, July 18, 1998.)

Moccasins recovered four decades ago
from Arnold Research Cave, Missouri,
show a high level of sophistication. Most were
made of plant fiber, but two were made from
leather. The oldest moccasin is about 1,000
years old, and is as advanced as the newer
footwear, suggesting that the craftsmanship
ability was well in place a millenium ago.
The variety of styles, ascribed to regional
non-uniformity, suggests that trade was
commonplace. The moccasins had never
been dated before because scientists were
unwilling to sacrifice large samples required
for carbon dating. The accelerator mass
spectrometer operates with small samples
and the moccasins were finally dated.
Sediments at the site were mixed and
unreliable for dating. (Science, July 3, 1998,
and Science News, July 4, 1998.)

Not true caves, but shelters quarried into
basalt, the �caves� at Ellora and Ajanta,
India, are beautifully decorated. The rooms
were both created and decorated strictly

through removal of stone. The intricate,
beautiful carvings were not created
elsewhere and brought in. Thirty-four caves
at Ellora include religious scenes from three
faiths: Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain, created
between 550 and 1000 A.D. The cave
known as Hindu Cave 16 is reportedly the
largest single carving in the world. At Ajanta
one may opt to be transported from car to
cave entrance by palanquin. These caves
were carved between 200 BC and 650 AD
by Buddhist monks. The second site in
particular attracts many tourists. (The New
York Times Magazine, November 8, 1999
and The Wall Street Journal, November 12,
1998.)

The October 12, 1998 U. S. News &
World Report summarizes the debate
regarding arrival of humans in North
America. The traditional view is that man
arrived roughly 10,000 years ago�the
Clovis people. Sites which showed human
occupation more than ten to eleven thousand
years ago ran into the �Clovis curtain� � they
were assumed to be inaccurate dates or
dismissed for other reasons. Results from
the Meadowcroft Rockshelter ,
Pennsylvania, have indicated pre-Clovis
dates since the 1970s.

PALEONTOLOGY

Search for fossils of extinct lemurs on
Madagascar continues to go underground.
Current lemur species are agile and arboreal,
but some species were larger and slow. One
species was even sloth-like, hanging from
tree branches. They fell prey to hunting and
became extinct. Bones of these species have
been preserved when individuals fell into
sinkholes. The August 1998 Popular Science
describes a 600-foot rappel into Cave of
the Parrots by members the Duke
University Primate Center expedition. The
site may hold fossils as old as 100,000 years.

SPELEAN HISTORY

Carlsbad Caverns celebrated its 75th

anniversary as a national park in October
1998. The first known exploration of the
cave was 1883 when a man lowered his
twelve-year-old son into the cave. Mining of
bat guano for sale as fertilizer began in 1903.
Jim White, a local cowboy who became a
miner, was responsible for promotion of the
cave as a tourist attraction. Photographs from
the cave were published in the New York
Times, bringing international attention. The
cave became a national monument on
October 3, 1923. Until 1926, when a
National Park Service superintendent
arrived, local residents were hired to serve
as custodians.

Twelve thousand visitors arrive in 1923,
100,000 in 1930 during the Great
Depression. In 1997 540,797 tourists came
to the park, totalling to over 36 million visitors
all together. The Park�s annual budget is four
million dollars and there is a staff of 85

permanent and 40 seasonal employees.
The federal budget shutdown of 1995 closed
all national parks but two. In Arizona the
governor threatened to have the state
National Guard run Grand Canyon National
Park but Carlsbad stayed open when the
local community raised the required money.

At the celebratory ceremony the park
superintendent presented Jim White, Jr., a
plaque honoring the exploration
accomplished by his father. Jim White, Jr.,
grew up at the cave and relates stories about
his experiences at special presentations by
the Park Service. (The Denver Post, October
2, and The Carlsbad Current-Argus, October
10, 1998.)

Blount County, Alabama, officials intend
to once again make Bangor Cave an
attraction. A land swap will result in the cave
coming under the control of the county. The
land parcel is near Interstate 65 and a park
with historical attractions, like a cotton gin
and gristmill, is envisioned. The cave was a
speakeasy and casino during the
prohibition. Raided on opening night, it
attracted enough notoriety that the governor
ordered it closed. A court fined each of the
five partners in the operation $500. The
speakeasy continued to operate inter-
mittently until a final raid in 1939. A fire
later destroyed the furniture, ventilation
system, and floor coverings. A stone bar and
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quarried band shell still may be seen in the
cave. (Birmingham News, August 3, 1998.)

BIOSPELEOLOGY

A 1998 Rolex Awards for Enterprise
Associate Laureate is Valerio Sbordoni. He
has explored Mexican cave systems for 35
years, documenting cave biota. Working
mainly in Chiapas and collecting ground and
stream specimens, his work supports the
refugium theory that much cave life adapted
from surface species escaping changing
conditions. His Rolex award will permit him
to expand his research into the canopies of
trees growing in sinkholes. (Spirit of
Enterprise: The Winners of the 1998 Rolex
Awards)

In 1898 a pair of lions terrorized a region
of Kenya. The pair of cats killed at least 128
people, many of them workers building a
rail line between Mombasa and Nairobi. A
British engineer, Lt Col J. H. Patterson,
working on the project tracked the cats to
their den, a cave. There he was shocked to
find what he presumed to be remnants of
the lion�s meals: human bones, some still
decorated by native copper jewelry. Such
feeding behavior by lions is unknown to
modern science but is common with hyenas.
Patterson sucessfully hunted the lions and
this forms the basis of the 1996 movie The
Ghost and the Darkness. The lions are now
part of the display of the Chicago Field
Museum of Natural history.

Scientists determined to find the den cave
to attempt to recover bones to determine
which carnivore was responsible. An
alternate hypothesis was that Patterson had
incorrectly interpreted remains from Wataita
funerary protocols. Another hypothesis is
that the lions learned to prey on humans in
response to the long period of time the area
served as a caravan route. One of the
mounted lions has a long-existing tooth
injury, suggesting that the lion may have
turned to humans when unable to capture
traditional prey.

Clues from Patterson�s autobiography
were used in a long search that finally found

the cave. The entrance appearance was little
changed from a photograph in Patterson�s
book but no human remains were recovered.
They may have been collected by Louis
Leaky in the 1920s or encased in sediments
from flooding. Excavations are planned to
search for human bones to resolve the issue.
(Natural History, November 1998.)

Professor and NSS member Tom Iliffe has
been cave diving for 20 years. He has
discovered two new orders, four new
families, 32 new genera, and in excess of
100 new species as well as participated in
mapping more than 100 caves. His research
has taken him to cave dive sites in Mexico,
Bermuda, Cuba, the Bahamas, Thailand,
Iceland, the Balearic Islands, and the south
Pacific. At Texas A&M University he teaches
introductory biology, cave biology, and cave
diving. (Texas: Houston Chronicle Magazine,
September 20, 1998.)

The mussel shrimp Spelaeoecia barri has
been described from specimens captured in
Dixon Hill Lighthouse Cave, San
Salvador Island, Bahamas. The species
dwells in a layer of organic material, largely
the product of bat guano, in brackish-water-
filled passages. The cave has been the
location of collection of a number of new
species since the 1970s. Two isopods,
Bahalana geracei and Neostenetroides
stocki; three sponges, Pellina pencilliformis,
Prosuberites geracei, and Cinachyra
subterranea; and the copepod Enantiosis
cavernicola, which was also classified as a
new genus. (Anchialine Ostracoda
[Halocypridae] from San Salvador,
Bahamas, Smithsonian Contributions to
Zoology, Number 588, 1997.)

Navassa Island, 40 miles west of Haiti,
has long been uninhabited because of lack
of fresh water. Under control of the U. S.
Department of the Interior since the United
States claimed all uninhabited Caribbean
islands containing guano in 1857 it is rarely
visited. Recently an expedition tentatively
identified 250 species that appear to be new
to science. The karst island is �like Swiss
cheese or a honeycomb � when your
walking you�re jumping rim to rim over the
holes, � according to the project co-leader.
(Anchorage daily News, August 19, 1998.)

BATS

The lead speaker at the Zoological
Society of Houston�s lecture program for
October 27, 1998 was Bat Conservation
International�s (BCI) Bob Benson. His lecture
�Champions of the Night: The Amazing
World of Bats,� emphasized the importance
of bats in the ecosystem and the human
repercussions of loss of bats species. Bats,
as we all know, pollinate a wide range of
plants, control pests, and are overall
extremely beneficial to humans. The
Houston Chronicle article covering the
lecture included a twenty-question quiz on
bats. (Hampton [Virginia], October 28,

1998.)
National Geographical Society grants

support research involving chiropterans.
Videotaping bats in flight on Barro Colorado
Island, Panama, with simultaneous audio
recordings permit researchers to investigate
echolocation use for various tasks. Recent
collection of mammals from northern
Vietnam in another project included bat
species. (National Geographic, January
1999.)

Indiana bats (Myotis sodalis) are known
to hibernate at only five sites in Pennsylvania.
An extension to Interstate 99 will pass within
20 miles of one of the roosts�an old
limestone mine. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has asked the Federal Highway
Administration to cut trees for the
construction only during the winter when
the bats are hibernating. Their concern is
that cutting trees during warm months may
kill roosting bats. The project would be
delayed a year and increase cost by $8
million. The project is designed to replace
state Route 220, which has a fatality rate
three times the state average. (Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, September 13, 1998 and
Ledger-Enquirer, September 25, 1998.)

Researchers interested in improving Navy
SONAR systems have been examining the
capabilities of bats � and been amazed at
the animals� abilities. Using food rewards
for correct decisions, the researchers
determined that bats could detect gaps of as
little as 0.3 millimeters apart � smaller than
the width of many pen lines. Returning
SONAR echoes contain information about
the environment. Navy systems can detect
differences in return echoes about 12
millionth of a second apart. Bats can easily
detect echo differences 3 millionths of a
second apart. (Carlsbad Current-Argus,
October 14, 1998.)

The October 25, 1998 National
Geographic Explorer television series aired
a Halloween special and, imagine this,
featured bats. Their �Night Stalkers�
segment, part of �Nightmares of Nature� ran
along with segments devoted to rats and killer
spiders. Shot in Belize, the show depicted a
Woolly False Vampire bat feeding on a fruit
bat, vampire bats feeding on birds, fishing
bats feeding on fish but sometimes fall
preying to catfish, assassin bugs feeding on
roosting vampire bat pups, and a fringed
lipped bat preying on frogs.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
Glennallen (Alaska) field office had bats in
the attic for years. Besides encountering bats
in workspaces, the bats had shredded roof
insulation and urine and guano odors were
unappealing and considered a health risk.
Construction of bat houses nearby and use
of electronic sound emitters had failed to
convince the bats to move out. One BLM
employee was also a BCI member and she
and smokejumper volunteers removed the
roof, cleaned the attic space, and sealed bat
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entry holes. Alaska People, a BLM newsletter,
July/August 1998.)

The December 15, 1998 The State
(Columbia, South Carolina) �Health/
Science� page features an article highlighting
bat facts � Another bat fact article appears
in the October 11, 1998 Columbus
(Georgia) Ledger-Enquirer � More good
press for bats in �Going to Bat for Bats� in
the August 20, 1997 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
� The first International Bat Festival was held
at Carlsbad Caverns  National Park
September 25�27, 1998. The event featured
a parade, street dance, and lectures about
the bats. (The Denver Post, September 20,
1998.) � The first thing a National
Geographic Traveler (September/October
1998) article describes about Samoa is the
flying foxes. Their three-foot wingspans are
impressive as the bats roost in trees. �They
fly lazy-graceful, silent, soft, as if ebony towels
have taken wing.�

CONSERVATION

The Karst Waters Institute has listed the
�Ten Most Endangered Karst Environments�:
the Blue River Basin, southern Indiana; the
karst of south central Kentucky; the Jollyville
Plateau, southeastern Texas; Frick�s Cave,
northwest Georgia; Church and Bitumen
Caves, Bermuda; Koloa Lava Tube,
Hawaii; Cueva del Viento, Canary Islands;
Lez Karst, southern France; Ha Tien-Hon
Chong, Vietnam; and Cape Range Peninsula,
western Australia. Most of these problem
areas are the result of development. Waste
disposal is also a common threat. Writing to
a cave diving audience, the authors point
out that cave diving has greatly improved
the ability to study karst systems. (Immersed,
Fall 1998.)

The NSS purchased Tytoona Cave,
Pennsylvania, December 3, 1997, making it
the tenth cave preserve of the society. The
cave has been used as a teaching aid. Over
600 people have visited the cave in
organized groups during a recent twelve-
month period. The property also has a rare
grass species growing on part of the surface
6.8 acres. The cave contains several sumps
� a cave diver drowned in one in 1988. Well
known in the area, printed references to the
cave date back to 1788. An NSS Grotto, the
Huntingdon County Cave Hunters, has long
been active in preserving the cave. The NSS
Board of Governors presided at the ribbon
cutting. (The Daily News, October 20, 1998
and �Welcome to the Tytoona Cave
Preserve� brochure, 1998.)

MISCELLANEOUS

Artifacts were stolen from a cave
discovered two days earlier in the Languedoc
region of France about 25 miles west of
Montpellier. Road construction workers
found the cave, which contained pottery, an
ax, a vase and skeletons of three adults and
a child. The initial impression was that the

remains dated from the Neolithic period,
8,000 to 3,500 BC. The discovery halted
construction. Left unguarded, burglars
removed a skull, the ax, and pottery from
the cave. Police following an anonymous tip
recovered the artifacts. (The Columbus
[Georgia] Ledger-Enquirer and The
[Columbia, South Carolina] State, October
20, 1998.)

Police arrested a man who sometimes
lived in a cave near Brownsville,
Pennsylvania, on suspicion of murder. Police
dug in the area around the cave entrance
searching for human remains. The suspect
lived periodically lived in the cave when not
living in his father�s ramshackle home. The
father was also arrested as a suspect.
Dismembered human remains were
recovered near the father�s home after a
family member relayed remarks made by the
elder to police. (The Valley Independent,
May 15, 1997.)

June 20, 1998 saw 6,000 tourists arrive
to watch an akelarre, a witches sabbath, in a
cave near Zugarramurdi, Spain. The Basque
ceremony has been conducted the last 15
years in honor of six women executed in
1610 for practicing witchcraft in the cave.
(Life, October 1998.)

Kazani Pit, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
may contain the remains of many victims of
reprisals by Muslim paramilitary groups.

Twenty-nine bodies were exhumed before
police were stopped, apparently due to
political pressure. (New York Times ,
November 12, 1997.) � The NSS was
described in a section devoted to member
societies of the American Geological Institute
in the September 1998 Geotimes � The
September 4, 1998 Denver Post gives the
Colorado School of Mines Geology Museum
in Golden a good review. The museum
includes a walk-through replica of Clear
Creek Cave � The September/October
1998 National Geographic Traveler includes
an artistic photograph of �Cappadocia�s
caves.� The central Turkish caves are living
quarters, some still occupied, quarried out
several thousand years ago � A recent
Bizzaro cartoon has a cruise ship passenger
disembarked on Easter Island exhorting a
fellow tourist �the tour guide specifically said
�No Spelunking.�� Her companion is half a
body length into the nostril of one of the
famous head sculptures.

This month�s contributors: Larry Blair,
John Cawkins, Ernie Coffman, J. E. Cooper,
Mike Cullinan, Gloria A. De Paolis, Dave
Deshayes, Jim Fowler, Sheila M. Gallogly,
Geotimes, John H. hall, Jr., Immersed,
Jeannette Kasnia, Emil Klimack, Doug
Medville, Mike Mezmar, Jay Rockwell, Joel
Sneed, Gary K. Soule, Bill Torode, and Red
Watson.
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Conservation:  The April 1949 issue of
The + reported that �In 1948 the Indiana
legislature passed a law designed to punish
those who destroy or remove cave
formations. This law was introduced by Sam
Riley, who is a member of the Legislature
and an operator of Wyandotte Caves. The
law states: �Whoever wilfully, mischievously
and maliciously disfigures, destroys or
removes, without the owner�s permission,
any stalactite stalagmite or helictite or other
geological formation or any part thereof,
found in any cave� shall be fined no �
more than five hundred dollars, to which
may be added imprisonment for no � more
than six months.��

A �ground swell� which seems to be
developing into veritable tidal wave of action
is daily becoming more apparent among
members of the National Speleological
Society. Editorials in grotto publications,
resolutions submitted to the Board and to
the Congress of Grottos � are indicative of
the growing realization of the necessity of
cave conservation. This agitation � is
heartening to those members who for many
years have been pleading for just such action.
� (However) it is well to appreciate the
danger of transforming the NSS into a society
devoted to lobbying for conservation. � Let
us increase our cooperation with all
conservation agencies, but concurrently, let
each member of the NSS inform personally
the influential members of his community
who can supplement our desire for cave
conservation.� So said NSS president,
Brother G Nicholas, in the April 1959 NSS
News.

Raising money for cave conservation takes
many forms. The April 1966 NSS News
announced that the upcoming NSS
Convention in Lovell Wyoming would hold
a �TREASURE HUNT � in Bighorn Cavers.
An entry fee will be charged, and the
proceeds will go to the NSS Save the Caves
Fund. � The prizes will be hidden in the
cave, and in addition to helping the Save the
Caves Fund � you will receive a chance to
explore and visit more of the cave.�

In the April 1979 NSS News, James
Meacham reported that the Colorado
Mountain Grotto had reached an agreement
with the management of Cave of the Winds,
for the use of Huccacove Cave on the C.O.W.
property. �Huccacove has had more traffic
from visitors than any other wild cave in the
state. For 104 years it has suffered from
thoughtless vandalism, litter, broken glass,
fireworks, bonfires, and paint, outside and
inside. � Jim Mariner approached the
C.O.W. management � (and) offered to clear
the trail to the cave, gate it and clean it up in
exchange for the use of the cave for grotto

training. � several large rocks were cleared
from the entrance � The Colorado Cave
Survey and the Colorado Grotto joined the
effort � The gate, a barrel four feet long and
18.5 inches in diameter with a steel door �
was installed � More work remains to be
done � but this has been a great step forward
for Colorado Caving.�

Two letters in the April 1989 NSS News
typify the ongoing debate over the Federal
Cave Resources Protection act.  Fred Grady
wrote, �A bad bill is worse than none at all.
Previous legislation � can be used to protect
caves. � this new act promises yet another
bureaucratic hurdle to get over in order to
get a scientific permit. � There is serious
risk of many cave closures as all but one of
the criteria suggested for making caves
significant would almost certainly result in
closure � Since there is no funding for
additional federal personnel � how can we
expect � civil servants to add apprehending
cave vandals to their many other tasks�?�
Meanwhile, Janet Thorne responded to
several opinions expressed in the February
NSS News, stating that �The official
purposes of the NSS � are �to promote �
the study and science of speleology, the
protection of caves � and to promote
fellowship among those interested therein.�
Other activities supported by the Society
(such as exploration) are justifiable � only
insofar as they result in advancing scientific
study (e.g., with maps) or in cave
conservation.� Janet went on to comment
that �the Federal Cave Resources Protection
Act�s requirements for the release of
information � (assure) that adequate
measures are being taken to protect the
confidentiality � and ensure the protection
of the significant cave from destruction� �

Cave Life: Several items in the April
1949 N.S.S. News talked about the NSS
booth at the New York Sportsman Show.
The booth was a resounding success with
44 NSS members from 7 states participating.
�Our exhibit was one of the most popular in
the entire four floors of Grand Central Palace
and our 20 caged bats were the center of
attraction.�  Duane Featherstonhaugh and
others had collected the bats from Knox Cave.
�These escaped � and terrified visitors by
swooping between exhibits. In the
excitement a great horned owl in an
adjoining exhibit escaped and started after
the bats.�

In the April 1959 NSS News, Dr. Thomas
C. Barr Jr. reported that �One of the rarest
species of eyeless cave beetles in North
America�Comstokia subterranea Van Dyke
�has been rediscovered in a cave in
Williamson Co., Texas. To the present time
the only known specimen of this beetle,

which is a member of the family Carabidae,
was a female, collected in the old Sam Bass
Cave, near McNeill � . On December 10,
1955, a series of 21 specimens � was
collected in Beck�s Ranch Cave � It is the
only known eyeless cave beetle from Texas.
The large series will permit a � more
accurate description of the species. At least
four new species of similar beetles exist in
south-central Texas.�

 �Four members of the Bloomington
Indiana Grotto spent 16 days hacking
through the jungles of Trinidad.� Although
they made only one new discovery, a small
schist cave, Michele Wright provided a vivid
description of the biota in Oropouche-
Cumaca Cave. �I stood at the narrow
entrance to Oropouche-Cumaca Cave trying
to classify the raucous clamor pouring from
the opening. � I peered into the gloom and
waited for my eyes to adjust. In a few minutes
I began to discern great flapping shapes with
wingspans of at least three feet. � the
guttural screams and clicks became more
frenzied. Scores of oilbirds hovered over our
heads, sending down a rain of fresh juicy
guano. Ducking under a sheltering ledge, I
looked up to see rows and rows of glittering
red eyes watching from nests plastered to
high ledges. � Large cockroaches trundled
among the etiolated plants, munching on
tidbits of bird guano � small bats � flittered
around our heads.�

In July of 1988, five Americans, lead by
Bob and Carolyn Cronk, joined the
Rumanian-American speleological expedi-
tion, Bihor 88. Their report Underground in
Transylvania, in the April 1989 NSS News,
related new discoveries, wet cold crawlways,
gigantic trunk passage, and pristine
formations. �We were moved to tears in a
room covered from floor to ceiling in large
dogtoothed-spar crystals � we traversed
across an enormous frozen waterfall of pure
calcite � Aragonite bushes and
proliferations of soda straws made some of
the passages difficult.� But this was not all.
In the Firii Valley, foresters provided them
with information about �caves that have
never been entered. � The next day we
explored one such cave, Poarta Alunului,
high on the mountain above our camp. Just
beyond the entrance light is evidence of
habitation both by man and cave bears. The
skeletal remains of ursus spelaeus, extinct
for thousands of years, littered the floor.
Preserved in the cave mud were scratch
marks believed to be from those bears. �
Possible aboriginal footprints were also
found close to the entrance and were
cordoned off for protection and further
study.�
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WANTED:  Old electric trains, toy trains. Any
age, any condition. Will trade caving gear or
cash. Bob Liebman, P.O. Box 441, Lewisburg,
WV 24901 (304)772-5049.                                   I
LAVENDER CAVERS —Our membership is
growing!! Organization for gay, lesbian, and
bisexual cavers and their friends. For more
info, send a SASE to: Lavender Cavers, P.O.
Box 126, Armbrust, PA 15616-0126
Cave for Sale:  Roberts Hollow Cave,
Breckenridge County, Kentucky. Sits on 34
acres. $26,000.00. Contact Terry Crayden
(812) 738-4611                                              6
ENDANGERED BATS FOR SALE - The
Southeastern Cave Conservancy has bought
Georgia's Fricks Cave and 10,000 endangered
Gray Bats. We desperately need your help to
pay off the huge mortgage and save the bats.
Each $10 Tax-deductible contribution gets you
honorary ownership of one Myotis
Grisescens, commonly known as the Gray Bat.
They're cute, furry, and endangered!  Comes
with SCC bat decal and certificate of honorary
ownership. Check, Visa, MC accepted. SCC
Fricks Fund, PO Box 71857, Chattanooga TN
37407-0857. (770) 822-0003  e-mail
info@scci.org or see our web site at
www.scci.org.
We Need Your Help!  Grottoes, Sections,
Members, Businesses: The Tytoona Cave
Preserve Management Committee is seeking

donations to help replenish the NSS Cave Fund.
The goal is to raise $12,000 in contributions.
Tytoona Cave in Blair County, PA was
purchased by the NSS in December 1997.
Tytoona is one of Pennsylvania’s most unique
caves besides being a natural and historic
landmark. Please send your tax-deductible
assistance to the Tytoona Cave Preserve Fund
c/o Mike Cullinan, 23308 Brookwood Circle,
Carrollton, Virginia 23314. Make checks out to
the National Speleological Society and note on
it that it is for the Tytoona Cave Preserve Fund.

ANSWER:  A more recent replacement for
ballistics cloth, for use in making protective gear,
which is not only cut and puncture-resistant
like Kevlar but has abrasion-resistance similar
to or better than Cordura-requires a special tool
for cutting, will not take dyes so the uncoated
breatheable ripstop (1/8"pattern) combined with
other strong, but dyed fibers will appear to be
a pincheck woven in a ripstop pattern since the
price of the fibers and the lack of colors prohibit
marketing the solid fiber except for very
specialized products-and which will soon be
available for use in the construction of
lightweight but very durable, breathable caving
and rescue garments to B&C Wunderwear,
2368 Antioch Pike, Antioch, TN., 37013.(615)
315-9777.
QUESTION:
2/99

 What is Spectra?

member of the NSS that went into space.)
A description of one of the techniques

that we used for rapelling in the 1940s is
described in the article �Terry Tarkington
Remembers Blue Hole�. (The Virginia
Region Record, Volume 3, No. 4, Summer
1979, Pages 190-1, Edited by Anne
Whittemore).

Several of us had been in the Navy and
climbed ropes hand over hand daily in
Physical Education. When you climbed a
25 foot rope to the top of the gym, you didn�t
just let go and drop to the mat but used a
�foot rappe1� to come back down. A little
later the Washington Rock Climbers taught
a few of us how to body rappel but at this
point in time our knowledge was limited to
only having heard of such a technique.
However, we had no qualms about using a
�foot rappel� in caving since that was all we
knew how to do. The rope was brought
under the instep of the left foot and over the
top of the shoe of the right foot while the
caver remained vertical and kept his balance
by letting the rope run through his hands. It
was possible to stop or control the rate of
descent on the rope by changing the position
of the feet. Normally the use of the foot
rappel was limited to about 30-40 feet.

Obviously, vertical caving in those days
had some severe limitations. The above

article describes how Karl and I did a foot
rappel for about 30 feet and then swung in
�Tarzan� fashion to a small ledge about 50
feet up from the bottom of the cave.
Unfortunately, the next caver coming down
didn�t make it but ended up hanging in space
a couple of feet away from the ledge. Since
the rope was too short by about 40 feet to
rappel to the bottom, we had to try something
in a hurry. Karl quickly wedged his feet in a
crack, grabbed me by the legs and as I fell
out into space, in best trapeze fashion, I
grabbed the dangling caver and pulled him
onto the ledge. After allowing the adrenaline
flow to subside slightly, we made sure that
we were ready to reach out and pull the
fourth caver in as he swung in to the ledge.

While this was exciting, it wasn�t very safe.
We just didn�t know any better back then!!
However, we did know our limitations and
it wasn�t until years later (1975), when
Francis McKinney was killed using jumars
coming out of Rio Camuy Cave in Puerto
Rico, that I was ever on a vertical cave trip
when someone had a serious accident.

During the over 50 years that I have been
a caver, it has been tremendously interesting
to see the development of more efficient and
safer rapelling and climbing devices for
vertical caves. This was even more interesting
since I caved with some of the people like
John Cole, Bill Cuddington and others that
contributed to this development..

Terry W. Tarkington
NSS #533 FL

Letters
(continued from page 92)

RATES: 35 cents per word, with a 10%
discount for ads running three months
or longer. The following count as one
word each: P.O. Box #, street address,
city, state, phone #, zip code, email
address, web address. Payment must
accompany copy. Make checks payable
to the National Speleological Society
and send along with ad copy to: NSS
NEWS, P.O. Box 879, Angels Camp, CA
95222.

HIGHLINE WINTER ROPE SPECIAL -40 cents
a foot. Shipping included. Call (304) 227-3675
or e-mail howieharness@iname.com             6
USGS TOPO MAPS—$3.75 each. Shipping
$3.00, free on orders above $100.00. Gregg
Clemmer, 14513 Brookmead Drive,
Germantown, MD 20874 (301) 963-0141
yorkst@aol.com                                       2/00
HOUSE FOR SALE : Infamous cavers’ pueblo-
style adobe house, rural South Valley of
Albuquerque, 3/8 acre—high ceil ing for
ropework. Garden, separate garage, and
studio apartment. $74,900. Linda, 509 Aliso
Drive NE, Albuquerque, NM 87108, (505) 255-
60347,e-mail: lstarr@twrol.com                                  5

many, many times, finally seeing some of
these places was really quite exciting for me.
It felt like I was walking on sacred ground.

Being cold, tired, hungry, and lost always
makes for memorable cave trips too.�

Where do you see yourself, caving-
wise and writing-wise, in ten years
time?

�I would like to do some deep expedition
type caving in the future and work on my
vertical skills. I�m sure I�ll mellow-out some,
not needing to see every crack in the cave. It
will be fun if my children take to caving and
showing them all the places I�ve seen.

I wouldn�t be surprised if a Tales of Dirt II
got printed someday too.�

What cave would you most like to
visit in the future?

�Hopefully my own cave someday.
Nothing too big, just a few miles long is all
I�ll ask for, with potential to add a few more
here or there. If not that, maybe a cave on
the moon would be cool, being the first lunar
speleologist.�

And lastly, how much are you willing
to donate to me and the editor to make
sure we make you look good in this
interview?

�It seems my stories have a strange way
of coming true at times. I�d hate for anything
to happen to anyone. Perhaps we could go
caving . . . after this is in print.�

Spelean Spotlight
(continued from page 115)
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ANNUAL CONSERVATION
ISSUE, PART 2


